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ABSTRACT

The geophysical studies in southern Africa in general and Botswana in particular have focuses on the selected areas within Botswana especially in the south and south-eastern part of the country. Such studies have contributed to the science world but have not tried to understand the tectonic evolution and the geodynamic processes that resulted in the formation and evolution of Botswana crust. The relationship of the crust thickness and the tectonic terranes to the geodynamic activities are still unclear. Furthermore, Botswana does not have a high resolution resolved discontinuity between the earth crust and upper mantle. These limitations can cause problems in the upper mantle tectonic studies. Upper mantle studies, including seismic tomography and 3D subsurface structure of crust and upper mantle cannot be effectively done if the tectonic boundaries and major discontinuities are not well resolved.

In this research, the tectonic boundaries and terranes were delineated and improved using automatic lineaments extraction method. The method, which is mostly used on Digital elevation models (DEM) and satellite images (e.g. ASTER and LANDSAT), was applied in the extraction of tectonic lineaments on geophysical data (gravity and magnetic). The major mafic complexes in Botswana were mapped from magnetic data and added to the tectonic terranes to produce the Precambrian basement geology of Botswana. Furthermore, using the geology of the basement of Botswana, new method of mapping the geology in a covered environment was introduced. The method, called apparent physical mapping, combines the magnetic susceptibility and density distribution calculated from the magnetic and gravity data to predict the geology of the covered environment using colour scheme. The apparent physical mapping was used to improve the tectonic terrane boundaries based on the physical parameters of different tectonic terrane. Finally, high resolution Moho discontinuity topography was resolved using the iterative inversion method. The variations of crustal thickness in relation to the tectonic terrane were also discussed in Botswana.

Finally, the geodynamic evolution of Botswana based on the evidence from geophysical data (gravity and magnetic data) was presented. The geodynamic evidence and crust movement were produced by combining information obtained from the tectonic terranes, the mafic complexes, geology, earthquake epicentre distribution map and the crustal thickness of Botswana. The combined information from these products have proved that the axis of suturing between the Kalahari and Congo craton in the Damara belt is not a straight line running through the centre of Botswana from north east to southwest as shown by Begg et al., (2009); Hutchins & Reeves, (1980); and Reeves & Canada, (1982). No evidence from the new geophysical data supports such a theory. This study has found that the extension within Botswana is due to the sinking microcontinent in the western part, the recent reactivation of deep fault in the eastern part and the continuing rifting movement in the north western and north eastern part of Botswana.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Solid earth geophysics is the main field for understanding the subsurface and the interior of the earth. It is a main source of information about the lithosphere i.e. crust and the upper mantle. The lithospheric activities include geodynamics and tectonic activities of the earth. This research will use geophysics to study the tectonic activity in Botswana, which is part of the southern African tectonic region.

Regional and continental geophysical studies in Africa have not been extensively done due to incomplete and inadequate geophysical data in some areas. Relatively little was known about the African crust in comparison to other continents (Tedla et al., 2011). As a result, the large part of African crustal thickness is still unstudied (van der Meijde et al., 2014). This affected the global estimates of earth structure including Moho depth which did not reflect the crust thickness in some parts of African. It also prevented the geo-scientific community from doing a detailed crustal and upper mantle modelling using seismology or any geophysical data since the crustal thickness is a crucial parameter for such modelling approach.

The African continent is a very interesting continent in terms of the earth’s structure. The lithospheric architecture of Africa contains some of the interesting cratons and small fragmented cratons in the world which is sutured by younger mobile belts, cratonic margins and the intra cratonic domain boundaries (Begg et al., 2009). These boundaries and mobile belts along the cratons have been a source of localized successive cycles of extensions, rifting and accretion (Begg et al., 2009). The cratonic movement and its relationship to the mobile belt provide an understanding in the tectonic evolution of African continent (Begg et al., 2009) and the geodynamics of the southern Africa tectonic activities.

The geodynamic evolution of Africa, especially the southern part of Africa, is influenced by the African superswell. The African superswell is the anomalous topographic feature that affected the southern African uplift (Brandt et al., 2011). The African superswell is responsible for the rifting in the east African rift system and the cratonic movement in southern Africa. These cratonic movement, which encompass continental assemblage and cratonic movement between 2.6 billion years and 600 million years ago, resulted in the formation of southern African tectonic region with the major axis in Botswana, Zimbabwe and Namibia (Begg et al., 2009). Of major interest is the converging movement of Kalahari and Congo craton in southern Africa. The axis of suturing of the Kalahari craton in the south and the Congo craton in the north happened along the Damara and Rehoboth belts in Botswana. This zone was called seismicity axis (Hutchins & Reeves, 1980; Reeves, 2000).

Despite being along the interesting tectonic region in southern Africa, Botswana remains one of the least studied countries despite having mineral resources especially diamond within its crust (Schlüter, 2006). Despite this fact, few tectonic studies have been done in Botswana mostly focusing on the tectonic activities in the incipient rift region e.g. Bufford et al., (2012), the Kalahari Craton in the south to southeastern part of Botswana e.g. Khoza et al., (2013); and Ranganai et al., (2002) and some isolated tectonic terranes in Botswana e.g. Bordy et al, (2010); and Modie, (2000). The incipient rift region, termed the Okavango rift zone, is an incipient continental rift basin found at the terminal of the south-western branch of the East African Rift System north of Botswana which did not develop into a rift system.
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(Bufford et al., 2012). These partial studies of isolated region render the tectonic evolution of Botswana not to be fully understood.

Previously, some works has been done in the region to understand the tectonic evolution and the basement geology of Botswana. Two different tectonic models of Botswana have been developed, a regional model and a local model. The regional tectonic model is part of the southern African’s tectonic model used in different geophysical studies after Begg et al., (2009). The tomography study by Begg et al., (2009) did not produce good results to resolve the tectonic evolution in the study area and the mantle dynamics. On the other hand, local tectonic model has been developed over the years that include the basement geology of Botswana. Hutchins & Reeves, (1980) studied the tectonic provinces of Botswana based on the magnetic data. In their study, they delineate major mafic complexes, the dyke swarms and tectonic boundaries of these mafic complexes. Their work was improved by Carney et al., (1994); Key & Mothibi, (1999) and Key & Ayres, (2000) who included geological information and log data to improve the basement geology, tectonic model and their boundaries in Botswana. Moreover, Singletary et al., (2003) improved the tectonic model and the basement geology of Key & Ayres, (2000) using geochronology data. They used geochronological results of the isolated basement exposures and drill core samples in Botswana to determine the distribution and temporal evolution of Proterozoic crustal provinces.

Furthermore, Botswana does not have a high resolution crustal thickness model covering the whole country. Crustal thickness provides details and information on the crustal evolution, lithological variation and subsurface tectonic processes (Assumpção et al., 2013). In addition, continental crustal thickness mapping studies like Tugume et al., (2013) have helped to identify areas within the continent for further studies. As such, local studies have been done to further understand the earth crust in high resolution. The crustal thickness models that exist in Botswana are either low resolution from gravity data or cover just part of the country in high resolution. The low resolution crustal thickness models of Botswana are extracts from crustal thickness models of Africa. These include model from receiver function and 1D seismic data (Begg et al., 2009; Tugume et al., 2013), EIGEN-6C gravity model (Tugume et al., 2013) and GRACE level 1B EIGEN-GLO04 gravity model (Tedla et al., 2011). On the other hand, the high resolution crustal thickness models only cover southern and south-eastern part of Botswana. These were produced from seismic data e.g. (Kgaswane et al., 2009; Youssof et al., 2013). These different crustal thickness models have different Moho depths which are not even in agreement in the same tectonic terranes in Botswana. For instance, Youssof et al., (2013) estimated the crustal thickness of Kheis belt to be 48 km. However, Tugume et al., (2013) estimated the thickness to be 39 km with a standard deviation of 3km and Begg et al., (2009) found it to be 41km. These variations in crustal thickness of the tectonic terranes in Botswana are also noticed in some terranes especially the central and northern part of the country. This is probably because the southern and south-eastern part of the country, Kalahari Craton, has been extensively studied.

The availability of high resolution geophysical data of Botswana would improve the understanding of the tectonic and geodynamic evolution of Botswana. The new geophysical data is of high resolution and cover all parts of Botswana unlike previous data that only covered some parts of the country (Hutchins & Reeves, 1980).

1.2. Problem statement
The research aims at improving the tectonic model of Botswana. The geodynamic processes that resulted into the formation of the earth crust underneath Botswana will be explained based on the information obtained from crustal thickness, the tectonic boundaries, tectonic terranes and the major mafic intrusion.
Despite all the previous work, no attempt has been done to improve the tectonic model using the high resolution gravity and magnetic data to understand the temporal movement of the African crust in Botswana. The tectonic boundaries, internal architecture and temporal evolution of the buried Proterozoic belts in many cases are still unclear in Botswana (Singletary et al., 2003). Furthermore, the area does not have a high resolution crustal thickness map and the relationship between tectonic terranes and crustal thickness has not been done.

1.3. Research objectives
The main objective of this research is to derive the geodynamic evolution of Botswana based on the tectonic model, crustal thickness and basement geology. The research has the following specific objectives:
1. To improve the tectonic provinces and tectonic boundaries in Botswana.
2. To improve the major mafic subsurface geological structures of basement complex of Botswana.
3. To improve the understanding of the geodynamic evolution of Botswana based on the crustal thickness model
4. To construct the geodynamic processes in Botswana by combining information from crustal thickness, tectonic terranes and mafic intrusions.

1.4. Research questions
1. What improvement does the new geophysical data have on the tectonic terranes and boundaries in Botswana?
2. What relationships have the mafic intrusions of the basement complex of Botswana to the geodynamics processes?
3. What is the relationship of the tectonic terrane boundaries to the geodynamic processes in Botswana?
4. How good can the crustal thickness map explain the geodynamic processes and tectonic evolution in Botswana?
5. What is the variation of the crustal thickness in relation to the tectonic regions of Botswana?

1.5. Methodology
In this section, the methodology used in the research is summarised below and its implementation shown in the flowchart (Figure 1-1). The research used geophysical data (gravity, magnetic and seismic), topographic data, existing basement geology and crustal thickness model (Chapter 3).

1. Derivatives calculation: the derivatives in the vertical and horizontal direction are calculated from magnetic and gravity data. The calculated derivatives are used as input in lineament extraction.
2. Automatic lineament extraction: the calculated derivatives are used to extract lineaments. The lineaments extracted are used to define the tectonic boundary and tectonic terranes of the study area.
3. Basement mapping: the magnetic data is used to delineate mafic complexes of Botswana. The mafic complex is combined with tectonic terrane and compared to geology to produce the basement geology of Botswana.
4. Apparent physical mapping: the apparent magnetic susceptibility and apparent density is calculated from magnetic and gravity data respectively. The two are combined to give the apparent physical map which is used to improve the tectonic terranes boundary and basement geology of Botswana.
5. Inversion: the gravity data is inverted to produce the crustal thickness of Botswana. The crustal thickness model is validated using the depth estimate produced from seismic data.
6. Interpretation: The information from crustal thickness, mafic intrusions and tectonic terranes are combined and interpreted to understand the geodynamic and tectonic evolution of Botswana.
1.6. Thesis structure

Chapter 1: Introduction
Explains the background to the research, the problem statement, objectives of the research and the questions used to answer the objectives and the summary of the methodology.

Chapter 2: Study area
Description of the study area including the tectonic evolution and the basement geology based on previous studies.

Chapter 3: Dataset
The description of the dataset used in the research

Chapter 4: Tectonic boundary mapping
The description of how geophysical data is used to delineated tectonic boundaries and terranes

Chapter 5: Basement geology mapping
Gives the description of the mafic complex delineation and its combination to the tectonic terrane and the relationship to geology

Chapter 6: Crust thickness and geodynamic modeling
This chapter gives the description of the crustal thickness mapping and its relationship to the geology and tectonic terranes. Finally, the description of the geodynamic processes based on the information from crustal thickness, geology and tectonic terranes

Chapter 7: Conclusion and recommendation
2. **STUDY AREA**

2.1. **Location of Study area**

The study area lies within the southern African tectonic region between latitude -18° to -27° N and longitude 18° and 29° E within the boundaries of Botswana. The southern Africa crust comprise of granites and greenstone terrane belonging to early-late Archaean period and subsequent mobile belts in between belonging to the Proterozoic period with the Phanerozoic cover in most areas (Kgaswane et al., 2009; Youssof et al., 2013).

The major tectonic regions of the study area after Youssof et al, (2013), include the Limpopo belt, Kaapvaal craton, Zimbabwe craton, Magondi belt, Kheis belt, Okwa block, Angola-Congo craton, Rehoboth belt and Damara mobile belt (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: Tectonic map of southern Africa showing major tectonic terranes after Youssof et al., (2013): LB = Limpopo belt, GG = Gaborone granite, BIC = Bushveld intrusion complex, VG-LIP = Ventsersdop group, WK = Western Kaapvaal craton, CML = Colesberg magnetic lineament, WB = Witwatersrand basin , V = Vredefold impact structure, PGM = Pietsberg-Giyani-Murchison belt, TML = Thambazimbi-Murchison lineament, BGB = Barbeton greenstone belt , NNMB = Namaque-Natal mobile belt, CFB = Cape fold belt, LDS = Lebombo, ODS = Okavango dyke swarms and ORDS = Orifernt river.

2.2. **Geology of Study area**

The geology of Botswana comprises Precambrian and Phanerozoic geology. The Precambrian geology is comprised of Archaean cratons, Archaean to Proterozoic mobile belts and Proterozoic belts. The Precambrian geology forms the basement complex geology and major tectonic terranes of Botswana. The major rocks of the basement of Botswana are indicated in table 2-1 below. On the other hand, the Phanerozoic geology is comprised of the Mesozoic dyke swarms, the kimberlitic pipes and the Karoo supergroup (Key, & Ayres, 2000). However, most of the study area is covered by Kalahari sands which make it difficult to map the basement and tectonic terranes. The basement is mostly exposed in the eastern part of the country where the Archaean and Proterozoic terranes are exposed (Key, & Ayres, 2000). Beneath the Kalahari sands, in the central and western part of Botswana, exist a Karoo super group called Kalahari basin (Catuneanu et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 1996) which sediments were estimated from drill holes to be up to 2000 meters thick (Key & Ayres, 2000) and about 12000 meters thick from the seismically derived data (Laske & Masters, 1997).
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Figure 2-2: The basement geology of Botswana after (Singletary et al., 2003)

Key & Ayres, (2000) produced a Precambrian tectonic terranes and mafic complexes map of Botswana which was improved by Singletary et al., (2003) (Figure 2-2), which include parts of the unexposed geology of Botswana. The basement and tectonic terranes that are unexposed in the Botswana were determined based on the following studies:

1) Routine geological mapping by the geological survey department with the associated drilling of cored boreholes e.g. Carney et al., (1994); Key & Mothibi, (1999); and Key & Ayres, (2000).
3) Regional airborne geophysical survey e.g. Hutchins & Reeves, (1980).
4) Geochronology data e.g. Singletary et al., (2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rocks</th>
<th>Av. Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Av mag Sus (SI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gneissitic granitoid</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbro</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granites</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migmatite</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic rocks</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-basic rocks</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibolite</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.00075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite gneiss</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolerite</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syenite</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentary rocks</td>
<td>2.3 – 2.7</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1: rocks of the basement of Botswana after Key & Ayres, (2000) their Average densities after Hunt et al., (1995) and magnetic susceptibility after Clark & Emerson, (1991)
2.3. **Tectonic evolution of study area**

The southern African crust sits on top of the African superswell which is the anomalous topographic feature that affected the southern African uplift (Brandt et al., 2011). The main tectonic feature in the region is the Kalahari craton which, consist of Zimbabwe craton, Kaapvaal craton and the Limpopo belt, mobile belts and sedimentary basins belonging to Archaean and Proterozoic period (Figure 2-3). The major tectonic evolution of Botswana happened between 2.9-1.2 billion years ago.

![Tectonic and Seismicity Map of Botswana](image)

Figure 2-3: The seismic and tectonic map of Botswana (adapted from the tectonic map of southern Africa after Youssof et al., (2013) and structural map of southern Africa after Ranganai et al., (2002))

### 2.3.1. **Archaean terrane**

The major Archaean crusts in Botswana consist of Zimbabwe craton and Kaapvaal craton (Figure 2-3). These cratons were formed between 2.9 and 2.6 billion years ago. The Kaapvaal craton consists of granitoid with gneisses and narrow greenstone belt. The craton is covered by the upper Archaean basin (Begg et al., 2009). It was formed earlier than the Zimbabwe craton around 2.9-2.8 billion years ago and was intruded by granitoid around 2.7-2.6 billion years ago (Begg et al., 2009). The Zimbabwe craton on the other hand, was formed around 2.68 billion years ago by amalgamation of east-direction collision (Begg et al., 2009). The Archean crust forms some of the thickest part of Botswana which goes up to 50 km in crustal thickness (Table 2-2).

### 2.3.2. **Archaean with Proterozoic reworked terrane**

The Limpopo belt is Archaean crust that was reworked in the Proterozoic era. It is the Archaean mobile belt between the Zimbabwe and the Kaapvaal cratons. It is estimated that it was formed during the 2.7-2.6 billion years collision (Begg et al., 2009) and was affected by granulite-facies metamorphism and granitoid
migmatism at 2.7-2.57 billion years ago. The Archaean crust that was reworked in Proterozoic shows a relatively thicker crust that the other Proterozoic belt (Table 2-2).

### 2.3.3. Proterozoic terrane

The major Proterozoic crusts in Botswana consist of Kheis belt, Rehoboth province, Magondi belt, Damara belt and Okwa block. These Proterozoic terranes were formed between 2.1 and 1.2 billion years ago. The first to be formed among the Proterozoic terranes was the Magondi belt. The Magondi belt was formed around 2.1-1.19 billion years ago. It consists of thick sequences of sediments and volcanic rocks which were deformed and metamorphosed. To the west of the Kaapvaal craton, basalts and clastic sediments were deposited and formed a tectonic terrane around 1.98 billion years ago. This belt corresponds to Kheis belt. The belt was folded and metamorphosed around 1.9 billion years ago and intruded by granitic rocks around 1.27 billion years and by mafic dikes and sills around 1.12 billion years ago (Begg et al., 2009). The Kheis belt, sutures the Kaapvaal craton to the east and the Rehoboth belt to the west. Around 1.79 – 1.73 billion years ago, a metamorphic event of gneisses and migmatite formed the Rehoboth belt which was underlain by bimodal volcanic around 1.25-1.1 billion years ago and intruded by mafic-ultramafic rocks and granites around 1.4 and 1.2 billion years respectively. The crustal thickness of mobile belts in Botswana is inhomogeneous (Table 2-2). This signifies the working and reworking of these mobile belts which makes them to have very large variation in crustal thickness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crust type</th>
<th>Tectonic terrane</th>
<th>Y-study</th>
<th>B-study</th>
<th>T-study</th>
<th>G-study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaean crust</td>
<td>Kaapvaal craton, Pietersburg block</td>
<td>34-39km</td>
<td>40km</td>
<td>39km +/- 5km</td>
<td>36km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zimbabwe craton, Tati block and Okavango dyke swarms</td>
<td>47-51km</td>
<td>36km +/- 1km</td>
<td>34km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaean with Proterozoic reworking</td>
<td>Limpopo belt, Central zone</td>
<td>43-45km</td>
<td>44km +/- 3km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proterozoic crust</td>
<td>Damara belt</td>
<td>39km +/- 1km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kheis belt</td>
<td>48km</td>
<td>41km</td>
<td>39km +/- 3km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rehoboth</td>
<td>40km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magondi belt</td>
<td>38km +/- 2km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okwa block</td>
<td>34-35km</td>
<td>43km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2: crustal thickness of different terranes from different studies: Y-study = Yousof et al., (2013), B-study = (Begg et al., 2009), T-study = Tugume et al., (2013) and G-study = Gwavava et al., (1992).

In this chapter, the study area was discussed based on the areas that are directly linked to geodynamics processes. Two areas of interest were discussed based on literature, geology and tectonic evolution. Next chapter explains about the datasets obtained from the study area that were used in the research.
3. DATASET

The datasets used in the research are crustal thickness model, magnetic data, gravity data, topography data and seismic depth estimates of Botswana.

3.1. Crust thickness model

A crustal thickness model from satellite gravity was used to compare the improvements that airborne and ground gravity derived crustal thickness has.

The crustal thickness model used in this research was extracted from the crustal thickness map produced by Tugume et al., (2013). The model was produced from EIGEN-6C gravity model. EIGEN-6C is the global gravity model based on data from GOCE (Gravity field and Ocean Circulation Explorer) and other previous satellite data (van der Meijde et al., 2013). This model was chosen over Crust 2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000) model because Crust 2.0 used few point constraints on crustal thickness for Africa such that difference is substantial in some parts of Africa (Tugume et al., 2013). However, a new global thickness map, Crust 1.0, was produced in 2013 (Laske et al, 2013) (Figure 3-1 (A)). Crust 1.0 is better than Crust 2.0 and has a higher spatial resolution of “1 degree”, which is approximately 110km. However, it has the same problem as Crust 2.0 since it cannot be used in areas where there is no seismic information. This is the reason why we cannot rely on it in Botswana (van der Meijde et al., 2014).

![Figure 3-1](image)

Figure 3-1: crustal thickness models extracts of Botswana (A) crust 1.0 model after Laske et al, (2013) and (B) Tedla et al., (2011) model

Another crustal thickness map of Africa is Tedla et al., (2011) model (Figure 3-1 (B)). The model was produced from Euler deconvolution, which is an automatic inversion method. Euler deconvolution methods as used in the study, used gravity derivatives to locate horizontal surface within the derivatives. Reid et al, (2012) discussed the limitation of Tedla et al., (2011) model in crustal thickness modelling. In their discussion, they compared the crustal thickness of southern Africa from previous seismic studies with the Tedla et al., (2011) model. They concluded that the Tedla et al., (2011) model marked differently on the crustal thickness map of southern Africa. However, Meijde & Nyblade, (2014) replied to the issues raised by Reid et al, (2012). Despite that, their explanation did not solve the problem of difference in crustal thickness between the model and seismic models in southern Africa. Furthermore, the model by Tedla et al., (2011) used a minimum cut-off of 33.25 Km for Euler solutions (Tugume et al., 2013), hence
using the model for comparison might produce unrealistic results if part of Botswana has a crustal thickness thinner than 33.25Km and since it already show considerable difference from the seismic derived crustal thickness model. Therefore, Tugume et al., (2013) model (Figure 3-2 (C)) was adopted as the model to be used in the research.

3.2. Magnetic data

The magnetic data (Figure 3-2 (A)) was used for delineating the tectonic terranes and boundaries, apparent physical mapping and mafic complex mapping.

The magnetic survey of Botswana was conducted between 1976 and 1987 (“ACP Data by country,” 2014). The first aeromagnetic survey of Botswana started in October 1975. A total of 150 000 km lines survey was flown and interpreted in 1977 (Hutchins & Reeves, 1980). However, new magnetic data were obtained between 1977 and 1987 which covered the entire Botswana. The magnetic data has a spatial resolution of 250 meters. The coordinate system used was the World Geodetic system of 1984 (WGS1984) datum and Universal transverse Mercator zone 34 and 35 south projections.

3.3. Gravity data

The gravity was used for delineating the tectonic terranes and boundaries, apparent physical mapping and crustal thickness modelling.

The gravity data of Botswana was obtained in two surveys. The national wide gravity survey of Botswana was conducted in 1972-1973 gravity survey and the 1998-1999 gravity survey.

The first national gravity survey of Botswana started in 1972 with funding from the British oversees development ministry (Hutchins & Reeves, 1980). The survey was done in two phases; the first phase was thrown by aircraft with a gravitational reading accuracy of 0.02 mGal and a total of 23 gravitational base stations. The second phase involved the establishment of 1854 gravity stations, tying of 277 gravity stations from Ngami land survey. The survey was ground survey with a sampling distance of 10 km. Furthermore, 300 station in inaccessible areas were done using helicopter (Hutchins & Reeves, 1980). The gravity survey of 1972-1973 had an average density of 37 gravity stations per 100 km2 (Yawsangratt, 2002). The 1998-1999 gravity survey was conducted to fill in the gap not covered by the first gravity survey of 1972-1973.

The gravity data provided for the research was Bouguer anomaly map data (Figure 3-2 (B)). Bouguer anomaly is the gravity anomaly in which correction has been done for height at which it was measured and the attraction due to terrain. The coordinate system for the Bouguer anomaly map was World Geodetic system of 1984 (WGS1984) datum and Universal transverse Mercator zone 34 and 35 south projections.

3.4. Seismic data

In this research, seismic data was used to validate the crustal thickness model derived from gravity data. The seismic data used in this research was the Moho depth estimates for receiver function at 13 locations in eastern and south-eastern Botswana.

The seismic data was collected from work by Youssof et al.,(2013) and Kgawane et al., (2009) (Table 3-1 and their spatial location shown on Figures 3-2 (A)-(D)). The depth estimates from these two datasets ranges from 39km to 50 km which is higher than the ranges from regional gravity model by Tugume et al., (2013). However, Kgawane et al., (2009) used joint inversion of surface waves and receiver function
method in their research while Youssof et al., (2013) used HK-stacking technique in the determination of earth structure in their research. The method by Kgaswane et al., (2009), joint inversion of surface waves and receiver function method, has a weaker vertical and lateral resolution which can introduce non-uniqueness in the results. The Youssof et al., (2013) overcame these limitation by using the full HK-stacking interpretation of the available data. HK-stacking is the method which uses the average Moho depth (K) and the ratio of velocity of primary wave to velocity of secondary wave (K) of several predicted amplitude and wave arrival times to estimate the crustal thickness. Their approach distinguished the small variation in the crustal structure in the Kalahari Craton. With this background, the Youssof et al., (2013) seismic data points were used to validate the gravity derived Moho depth of Botswana produced from this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA59</td>
<td>-24.84</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA60</td>
<td>-23.85</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA61</td>
<td>-23.95</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA62</td>
<td>-24.85</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA63</td>
<td>-23.66</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA64</td>
<td>-22.97</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA65</td>
<td>-22.82</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA66</td>
<td>-21.9</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA67</td>
<td>-21.89</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA68</td>
<td>-21.95</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA70</td>
<td>-21.09</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA71</td>
<td>-20.93</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBTB</td>
<td>-26.93</td>
<td>23.04</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Seismic points data from different sources for depth estimates.

3.5. Topographic data

Topography data was used for crustal thickness modelling. The data was added to the Moho depth to produce crustal thickness of Botswana. The Moho depth is the distance between sea level, the reference geoid, and the Moho discontinuity which is the boundary between the earth crust and the upper mantle. The elevation is the distance between the sea level and the surface. Therefore, the crustal thickness is the distance from the surface to the Moho discontinuity.

The topographic data used in the research was ETOPO1 data. The data was downloaded from the National Geophysical data centre’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) website (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/global.html). The ETOPO1 was used as it is high resolution, about 1.8 km, compared with previous ETOPO data, ETOPO 2 and ETOPO5. ETOPO1 is a 1 arc-minute global relief model of Earth’s surface that integrates land topography and ocean bathymetry. It was built from numerous global and regional data sets (National Geophysical Data Center, 2014).
The datasets used in the research was discussed in this chapter. The previous chapters have discussed the study area and the problem statement which act as a basis for this research. The information from these previous chapters together with dataset chapter will be used in the subsequent 3 chapters which are: chapter 4: Tectonic boundary mapping, Chapter 5: Basement mapping and Chapter 6: Crustal thickness and geodynamic modelling.
4. TECTONIC BOUNDARY MAPPING

4.1. Introduction
This chapter explains how to delineate the tectonic boundary and the tectonic terranes using automatic lineament extraction from first vertical (VD) and horizontal derivatives (HD) of gravity and magnetic data. The output of this chapter is the delineated tectonic terranes and boundaries which will be used as input in the basement mapping.

In this research, a tectonic province, sometimes referred to as tectonic terrane, is defined as fault-bounded area or region with a distinctive faults and structure orientation, shape and pattern, and lithology from the surrounding. On the other hand, tectonic boundary is defined as a fault, or connection of faults, that separates different tectonic provinces.

4.2. Methodology
Figure 4-1 below summaries the implementation of tectonic boundary mapping.

![Flowchart for tectonic boundary mapping](image)

The automatic lineament extraction was used to extract tectonic lineaments from the input data. Then, visual image classification was used to classify the extracted lineaments and derivative images into tectonic terranes and boundaries. The implementation steps for this chapter are:

1. Calculating vertical and horizontal derivatives from magnetic and gravity data
2. Extracting lineaments from the calculated derivatives
3. Interpret boundaries and terranes from gravity extracted lineaments
4. Interpret boundaries and terranes from magnetic extracted lineaments
5. Combining boundaries and terranes interpreted from gravity and magnetic derived lineaments
6. Comparing the delineated terranes with existing terranes from literature

4.2.1. Derivatives
The derivatives enhance the lateral and horizontal variation of geophysical signal and other data e.g. gravity and magnetic data. The derivative calculation sharpens anomalies caused by abrupt changes in near-surface bodies at the expense of broader anomalies caused by deeper or more gradual signal changes (Jachens & Blakely, 1986). Derivatives also enhance short wavelength anomalies while suppressing long wavelength components caused by deep-seated features, allowing more accurate geological/tectonic contact and edge detection (Ranganai & Ebinger, 2008). Short wavelength anomaly are associated with surface to near surface bodies while long wavelength anomaly are associated with bodies that are not close to the surface.

The derivatives have been used before in structural interpretation, geological mapping and basin modelling e.g. Boyce & Morris, (2002); and Oruc et al, (2013). However, the derivatives act as a high pass filter which enhances short wavelengths while suppressing long wavelength signals which can be hard to identify deep seated faults and boundaries (Mantlík & Matias, 2010). Vaish & Pal, (2014) have tried to enhance the tectonic boundaries for geological mapping using derivatives and correlate it with the tectonic setting and subsurface geological structures of the region. In their study, they delineated the major lineaments using derivatives and compare them with the deep earth structures to establish the relationships. They concluded that lithological boundaries and structural boundaries are well correlated with the existing geological map of the area they were working in. Furthermore, the structural mapping could be used to improve the understanding of gravitational imprints of the geological units, faults, lineaments and seismo-tectonic set up of a region. Most studies use the first order derivative to delineate faults and lineaments, for instance Feumoe & Ndougsa-mbarga, (2012). However, the second order derivative is more effective than first order derivative in delineating the boundaries as well as structural faults (Vaish & Pal, 2014). However, it is difficult to delineate major faults especially the faults with no or little vertical displacement. Zeng et al., (1997) suggested a method of identifying such faults using second vertical derivatives of potential filed data. This background establishes the capability of derivative data to delineate the tectonic faults despite working with the short wavelength signal of the potential filed data.

4.2.1.1. Derivatives calculation
The first step in the tectonic boundary mapping was to calculate the input data used for lineaments extraction. The vertical derivatives (Figure 4-2 (A) and (B)) and horizontal derivatives were calculated in space domain using a vertical derivative convolution utility and horizontal gradient calculation utility respectively in Oasis Montaj.

The horizontal derivatives were calculated to enhance boundaries in four major directions to enhance trending pattern in the N-S, W-E, NE-SW and NW-SE trends (Table 4-1). The angle of enhancement of horizontal derivative was from the x-direction in the counter clock wise (CCW) direction.

The four directional derivatives showed different enhancement based on the enhanced directional. Individually, each of the directional horizontal derivatives contributes information. However, the combination of the four gradient derivatives gave the 4 directional horizontal derivatives on one image. The first order horizontal derivatives for gravity data were combined (Figure 4-3 (A)). Likewise, the first order horizontal derivatives for magnetic data were also combined (Figure 4-3 (B)).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivative direction</th>
<th>uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal CCW, x + 45°</td>
<td>To enhance boundaries trending in the Northeast – Southwest direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal CCW, x + 90°</td>
<td>To enhance boundaries trending in the North – South direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal CCW, x + 135°</td>
<td>To enhance boundaries trending in the Northwest – Southeast direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal CCW, x + 180°</td>
<td>To enhance boundaries trending in the East – west direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1: parameter for calculation of boundary of the horizontal derivative.

The derivatives were exported from Oasis Montaj as geotiff using 256 grey scale colour depth of 8 bit which is the image format acceptable in the automatic lineaments extraction software used in this research.

Figure 4-2: (A) 1st vertical derivative of gravity data and (B) 1st vertical derivative of magnetic data

Figure 4-3: (A) Combined first horizontal derivative for gravity data and (B) Combined first horizontal derivative for magnetic data

4.2.2. Lineament extraction

Lineaments are any linear features e.g. tectonic fault, roads, and lithological boundaries. In this research, lineaments are all linear features that are geological in nature i.e. faults, joints and boundaries.
The lineaments extraction process is divided into two categories, 1) the visual extraction and 2) automatic or (semi) – automatic extraction (Sukumar & Nelson Kennedy Babu, 2014). Both categories are useful depending on the circumstances (Table 4-2). The visual lineaments extraction methods involve visually digitising the lineaments on an image. However, enhancement on the image is done before digitising. These enhancements are done using directional and non-directional filters like vertical and horizontal derivatives, principal component analysis, and contrast stretching among others. The automatic lineaments extraction, on the other hand, uses the computer aided techniques based on edge filtering techniques (Hung et al., 2005). The algorithms that are used in edge detection extracts lineaments from either the first derivative or second derivative of the input image. The algorithms that extract lineaments from the first derivative of an input image include Canny algorithm (Canny, 1986), Sobel algorithm (Sobel, 2014) and Prewitt algorithm (Prewitt, 1970) while those that extract lineaments from the second derivatives of an input image includes laplacian algorithm.

### Table 4-2: Difference between visual and automatic lineament extraction after Hung, (2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual extraction</th>
<th>Automatic lineament extraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Depend on the quality of the performance of the image (on paper and/or screen)</td>
<td>- Depend on only the quality of the image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Partly depend on the complexity of the research area</td>
<td>- Totally depend on the complexity of the research area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Strongly depended on human experience and ability</td>
<td>- Totally depend on the mathematical function of software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Takes a lot of time</td>
<td>- Very quick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Strong effect of human subjectiveness</td>
<td>- Little effect of human subjectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Easy to distinguish the kind of lineament (tectonic setting, manmade, etc.)</td>
<td>- Cannot recognize the kind of lineament, so the result may be confused.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Simple but subjective method</td>
<td>- Complex but objective method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this research, canny edge detection method was used in extracting linear features. Canny edge detection method was developed by Canny, (1986). The algorithm was chosen because it is a well-defined and mostly used algorithm because of being a good detector, good localized algorithm and has an ability to a single response to an edge compared to other edge detection algorithms (Ding & Goshtasby, 2001) The lineament extraction is implemented in three steps;

1) The production of the edge strength image which involves the filtering of the image with a Gaussian filter (Kiran R.S & Ahmed, 2014). Gaussian filter smoothen the image to remove noise pixel. Then the calculation of the first derivative from an image both in the vertical and horizontal direction (Marghany & Hashim, 2010) and finally the suppression of pixels that do not represent local maxima of the edge strength map to zero.

2) The edge strength image is then thresholded to produce a binary image based on the input threshold parameter. All the pixels that represent local maxima edge on the binary image are returned on the binary map.

3) Lastly, the linear features are extracted from the binary image. In their paper, Kiran et al., (2014) described two steps of extracting lineaments from the binary image; the first was the application of a thinning algorithm described by Lam et al., (1992) where the line is iteratively eroding the boundary cells until its one cell size thick. The remaining layers represent the linear boundary in binary skeleton linear features. Then, it is followed by a sequence of pixels for each feature which are extracted from the image to form a linear feature.
The canny edge detection algorithm is implemented in the Line module within PCI Geomatica software. Previously, Line module in PCI Geomatica has also been used in geological work to extract faults and lineaments for structure and geological interpretation (Bishta, 2009; Hubbard et al., 2012; Kocal et al., 2003; Saud, 2008; Thannoun, 2013).

4.3. Automatic lineament extraction

This section explains the process of extracting lineaments from the derivative data.

4.3.1. Edge detection

The first derivatives of the magnetic and gravity data were used as input in the algorithm. As such, the resulting lineaments are from the second derivatives since the algorithm calculates a first derivative on the input image.

4.3.2. Parameters

Two approaches are used in making the choices of optimal parameters for lineaments extraction. The first one is the knowledge based approach. In knowledge based approach, known lineaments are used as references for the extraction process. The parameters are adjusted until the extracted matches the reference lineaments. The rest of the extracted lineaments are considered to be the true lineaments based on those parameters defined using reference lineaments. The second approach is the data driven approach. In this approach, the parameters are adjusted and the sensitivity of each parameter in extracting process is considered. The data driven approach is not done blindly but based on the type of data and the area of interest as well as the spatial resolution of the extracted lineaments.

This study used the data driven approach in the lineament extraction process. Previous studies in the region, as described in chapter 1, did not delineate tectonic lineaments using geophysical data. The existing lineaments are estimated based on drill core data, geochronology data, geological data and finally the mafic complexes delineated from magnetic gravity (Carney et al., 1994; Hutchins & Reeves, 1980; Key & Ayres, 2000; Reeves & Canada, 1982; Singletary et al., 2003). As such, to avoid using estimated lineaments, the data driven approach was used.

To produce optimal parameters in the data driven approach, parameters are adjusted until suitable lineaments are produced (Hung et al., 2005). However, in their study, Kocal et al., (2003) produced suitable parameters for rock discontinuity from satellite imagery and Thannoun, (2013) produced optimum parameters for extracting lineaments in tectonic environment. Kocal et al., (2003) advocated that you cannot define the scale but rather changing the parameters, until reaching acceptable value, the lineament of interest are delineated. Their approach was also used by other authors (Hubbard et al., 2012; Thannoun, 2013). In the current study the following parameters: Edge gradient threshold, Curve length threshold, Line fitting cross threshold, Angular difference, Linking distance threshold parameters were defined as indicated in table 4-3 below.
Table 4-3: optimal parameters for automatic lineament extraction of derivative data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter/image</th>
<th>Gravity gradient data</th>
<th>Magnetic gradient data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filter radius (pixels)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge gradient threshold</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve length threshold</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line fitting cross threshold</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular difference</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking distance threshold</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Filter Radius**: This defines the radius of edge detection and Gaussian filter, in pixels. A pixel, cell size, in this research is equivalent to 1 km cell size for gravity data and 0.25 km for magnetic data. The Gaussian filter determines the spatial resolution and filtering of noise and high frequency data based on the size of the kernel defined. This parameter roughly determines the smallest-detail level in the input image to be detected. A 40 km kernel for gravity and 10 km kernel for magnetic had been chosen representing a 20 pixel sized kernel radius. This value had been chosen to include lineaments of 10 km (Thannoun, 2013) long and above.

- **Edge Gradient Threshold**: the parameter defines the minimum change in brightness which is used for defining edges. Derivative images have a positive and a negative part of a lineament indicated by a white and black color on the gray scale image. The black represented by 0 or near zero values while white represented by 255 or near 255 values. The parameter's threshold takes every abrupt change between 0 and 255 as a lineament above the defined parameter values. Thannoun, (2013) defined the values of 75 on a 0-255 grey scale image as an appropriate value to extract lineaments associated with tectonic environment.

- **Curve Length Threshold**: This parameter specifies the minimum length of curve in pixel distance, it maps linear curve features as valid lineaments. This research extracted all lineaments above 10km in length for gravity data and 2.5km in length for magnetic data. These length correspond to the value of 10 pixels in a tectonic setting (Thannoun, 2013).

- **Line Fitting Threshold**: This specifies the maximum error in pixel distance allowed in fitting a polyline to pixels defining a curve. In this research, 2 pixels error margin was chosen representing 2 km for gravity data and 0.5 km for magnetic data. Previous studies had used the value of 2 pixels (Thannoun, 2013) and 3 pixels (Hung et al., 2005; S & Ahmed, 2014) for the line fitting threshold.

- **Angular Distance Threshold**: This specifies the maximum angle in degrees between segments of a polyline below which they can be linked as a single line or vector. The algorithm accepts values between 0-90 degrees. To extract all the lineaments in for all angles, 90 degrees angular distance threshold was used for both magnetic and gravity data.

- **Linking Distance Threshold**: This specifies the minimum distance in pixels between end points or two polylines for them to be linked. Lineaments cannot be connected when the data values indicate no such lineament. As such, the value of 0 was used in the research.
4.4. **Tectonic boundary mapping methodology**

In this section, visual classification of lineaments is explained which was used for tectonic boundary mapping. The criteria used for the mapping of boundaries are shown in Table 4.4 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual interpretation</td>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>-The lineament pattern has to indicate a boundary like feature in the continuity form despite having gap in between.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>-The arrangement of lineaments and the form of occurrence was an indication of tectonic pattern. Similar pattern was indicative of same tectonic province.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texture</td>
<td>-the lineament texture, e.g. density of lineaments, regions of no lineaments, was used as indication of tectonic terrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association</td>
<td>-The lineaments association in relation to their surroundings. Dense lineaments surrounded by no or few lineaments were indicators of a tectonic province.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>-Since the lineament and edges delineated can either be faults, boundary of lithologies or tectonic boundaries, long lineaments may indicate tectonic boundary in some cases. However, this criteria was not used in isolation as other criteria were considered as well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image combination</td>
<td>The extracted lineament cannot give the best tectonic province on its own but rather combined it with derivative images. This criteria was introduced by Hung, (2001) as indicated in visual vs automatic interpretation in table 4.2 above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4: interpretation criteria based on the extracted lineament

The criteria defined above were used to delineate boundaries from the lineaments extracted from first vertical and horizontal derivatives of the magnetic and gravity data. The boundaries from vertical and horizontal derivatives of magnetic data were combined to produce one boundary from magnetic data. Likewise, the same was applied to gravity derivatives derived lineaments to produce the boundary from gravity data. Finally, the two boundaries were combined to produce one single tectonic boundary from these two dataset.

4.5. **Tectonic boundary mapping from gravity data**

This section explains how lineaments extracted from gravity data, both from first vertical and horizontal derivative, were interpreted for tectonic boundaries. In the interpretation, the visual classification criteria as described in table 4.4 above were used.
4.5.1. Boundary from vertical derivative

The main interpretation was the continuity and pattern of the extracted lineaments. For instance, boundaries between regions D, K and J on the north-western part of the study area had a clear continuity boundary (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). Region G had continuous long lineament boundary on the north eastern part (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). However, shape and pattern of the lineaments differentiate it from region F to its west and H to its south (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). These two regions have a north-south trending almost straight pattern and rounded uneven distributed patterns, respectively. Some regions, for instance regions A and E, were classified as tectonic province based on the lack of or very few lineaments (Figure 4-4 (A) and (D)). From these areas, especially A had very few lineaments associated with it. However, region E was different. It had a slightly higher lineaments density than region A. As such, tectonic boundaries were delineated but the extent of different tectonic provinces not defined. The areas B, C, F and I were delineated based on the texture and shape of lineaments. The region encompassing these 4 has almost similar trending of lineaments. However, F has longer lineaments with mostly North-south trending as boundaries (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)), region B had mostly almost west-east trending lineaments and a region to its north of few lineaments which indicate probably a different province (Figure 4-4 (A)) and finally region C has uneven shaped, size and trending lineaments.

Figure 4-4: (A) lineaments extracted from VD gravity; (B) tectonic boundary from VD gravity, (C) tectonic boundary overlaid on VD gravity and (D) tectonic boundary overlaid on extracted lineaments

The main interpretation was the continuity and pattern of the extracted lineaments. For instance, boundaries between regions D, K and J on the north-western part of the study area had a clear continuity boundary (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). Region G had continuous long lineament boundary on the north eastern part (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). However, shape and pattern of the lineaments differentiate it from region F to its west and H to its south (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). These two regions have a north-south trending almost straight pattern and rounded uneven distributed patterns, respectively. Some regions, for instance regions A and E, were classified as tectonic province based on the lack of or very few lineaments (Figure 4-4 (A) and (D)). From these areas, especially A had very few lineaments associated with it. However, region E was different. It had a slightly higher lineaments density than region A. As such, tectonic boundaries were delineated but the extent of different tectonic provinces not defined. The areas B, C, F and I were delineated based on the texture and shape of lineaments. The region encompassing these 4 has almost similar trending of lineaments. However, F has longer lineaments with mostly North-south trending as boundaries (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)), region B had mostly almost west-east trending lineaments and a region to its north of few lineaments which indicate probably a different province (Figure 4-4 (A)) and finally region C has uneven shaped, size and trending lineaments.
4.5.2. Boundary from Horizontal derivative

Figure 4-5: (A) lineaments extracted from HD gravity; (B) tectonic boundary from HD gravity, (C) tectonic boundary overlaid on HD gravity and (D) Tectonic boundary overlaid on extracted

The tectonic provinces interpreted from lineaments extracted from the horizontal derivatives (Figure 4-5 (A), (C) and (D)) are more difficult to interpret than those delineated from the vertical derivatives (Figure 4-4 (A), (C) and (D)). A similar interpretation of lineaments as from vertical derivative was used for the horizontal derivative. However, some differences were visible from the interpreted boundaries. Some new region exist from the horizontal derivative derived boundaries that were not there on the vertical derivative derived boundaries, for instance regions B and F. The eastern boundary of region B (Figure 4-5 (D)) coincides with the boundary of region A on the vertical derived boundary (Figure 4-4 (D)). To the west of the boundary of B some lineaments exists which were not visible on the vertical derivative derived lineaments, this region corresponds to a new tectonic region. This new boundary between region A and B was based on the different texture of lineament (Figure 4-5 (A), (C) and (D)) and not so clear boundary, which may be a representation of a fault, on it. Another region was F which was not on the vertical derived boundaries, (Figure 4-4 (D) in section 4.6.1). The boundary was delineated from continuous lineaments that separate F from J regions. Unlike vertical derived boundaries, section 4.6.1, most of the horizontal derived boundaries are based on the association and density of lineaments rather than a clear boundary between them especially for region G, H and B on figure 4-5 (A), (C) and (D).
4.5.3. Combining VD and HD boundaries from gravity

The boundaries extracted from the vertical and horizontal derived lineaments were combined to give tectonic boundaries from gravity data. The combination of these two boundaries indicates a good spatial correlation between them. However, in some cases, one derivative produced a boundary which is not delineated on the other. The following criteria was used to combine the boundaries:

- **Missing boundary** – if a region had a boundary from one data and missing in the other, that boundary was included in the final model.
- **Correlated boundary** – if the two boundary from the data sets were in the same position, the boundary was maintained.
- **Slightly different boundary** – if the two boundaries were slightly on different position but that represent the same boundary, a choice between the two will be taken based on how well the boundary delineation was as described.

![Figure 4-6: (A) overlay of two boundaries from gravity and (B) combined boundary from gravity](image)

The criteria defined above produced the tectonic boundary (Figure 4-6 (B)) based on the combination of vertical and horizontal derived boundaries (Figure 4-6 (A)).

4.6. Tectonic boundary mapping from magnetic data

The interpretation of the tectonic boundary from magnetic data used the same approach taken in interpreting the gravity lineaments, section 6.5. The vertical and horizontal derived lineaments of the magnetic data were used in the interpretation.
4.6.1. Boundary from vertical derivative

Figure 4-7: (A) lineaments extracted from VD magnetic; (B) tectonic boundary from VD magnetic, (C) tectonic boundary overlaid on VD magnetic and (D) Tectonic boundary overlaid on extracted lineaments.

The interpretation and delineation of boundaries from the vertical derivative derived lineaments of magnetic data used the same classification method defined above, section 5.4.

The region A is characterized by no lineaments, (Figure 4-7 (A) and (D)) and a smooth texture on the derivative image (Figure 4-7 (C)). However, continuity and length of the lineament for boundaries were also used. The region J is characterized by long lineaments oriented in the northeast southwest direction (Figure 4-7 (A) and (D)) and long near surface structures oriented in the same direction (Figure 4-7 (C)). North-west of region J, 2 regions existed; D and K. Region D had short very dense lineaments surrounded by a region of uneven texture of lineaments corresponding to region K (Figure 4-7 (A) and (D)). The difference is also visible on the derivative image (Figure 4-7 (C)) based on the texture and structure of these two regions.

Unlike gravity derived boundaries, most of the lineaments in the magnetic derived lineaments have a high density of lineaments. As such, other interpretation criteria were used in addition. The main used criteria were the pattern, shape and texture of the lineaments which differentiated regions B, I, F C H and L. Additionally, the region G corresponds to the dyke swarms running across the study area.
4.6.2. Boundary from Horizontal derivative

The interpretation of boundary from horizontal derivative derived lineaments of magnetic data produced long, uneven lineaments which are difficult to interpret. However, some regions had a pattern.

The regions A and E in the study area were associated with very few or no lineaments (Figure 4-8 (A) and (D)) and a smooth texture on the derivative image (Figure 4-8 (C)). However, for region E, no clear boundary was visible that made it a tectonic province. The same also applies to region D which has a clear pattern, long lineaments and trending in the same direction, northeast southwest direction, but with not so clear boundary with region J (on both maps on Figure 4-8 (A), (C) and (D)). Region C was defined by dense shaped lineaments (Figure 4-8 (A) and (D)) and protruding structure (Figure 4-8 (C)) while G to the north had north east trending lineaments which makes them different tectonic region. Some regions were hard to define the provinces but only the boundaries. These boundaries were not closed to produce a tectonic province. These are I, K and F (Figure 4-8 (D)).
4.6.3. Combining VD and HD boundaries from magnetic

The boundaries delineated from lineaments derived from vertical and horizontal derivatives were combined (figure 4-9 (A)), to produce the boundary from magnetic data (figure 4-10 (B)). The same criteria used in section 4.6.3 were used in the combination.

Figure 4-9: (A) overlay of vertical and horizontal derived boundaries from magnetic data and (B) combined boundary from magnetic data

The delineated regions from the vertical and horizontal derived lineaments of magnetic data are almost similar. However slight differences are visible especially on the location of boundaries (Figure 4-9 (A)). Between region J and I, a vertical derivative derived boundary was used because the classification based on the derivative images indicate a bigger region J as delineated by vertical derived lineaments and not horizontal derived lineaments. Furthermore, more evidence supported VD boundary (Figure 6-2 (C), Figure 4-9 (A) and (C) and Figure 4-9 (A) and (C)). The two boundaries between regions G and F were not included in the final tectonic model. Both of them indicate a general trending pattern of lineaments. However, addition data, gravity derived boundary (figure 4-6 (B)), was used to complement the boundary as it showed a clearer boundary than the magnetic derived boundary.

4.7. Combining mapped boundaries from gravity and magnetic

To produce the final tectonic boundary, the magnetic and gravity delineated boundaries were combined. The combination criteria used in the choice of final boundary between the two boundaries were:

- **Continuity** – in cases where the magnetic delineated boundary shows some gaps between two lines and in between the gravity delineated boundary exist or vice versa, the boundaries from those data sets was assumed to be one and were connected.
- **Clear boundary** – in cases where the boundary was clear, where only boundary from one dataset exist, the boundary was adopted to represent the tectonic boundary.
- **Association** – in cases where the two boundaries exists and one boundary is inclusive of the other, i.e. the tectonic boundary within a tectonic boundary, the outer boundary was used after considering the visual classification criteria on both the extracted lineaments and derivative of magnetic and gravity data and other information from literature.
4.8. Discussion on the combined boundaries

This section discusses the combining of the boundaries and partially relates them to the geology and tectonic terranes of Botswana based on literature. Figures 4-10 (A)-(B) are used in the discussion.

The region A and B were maintained from the magnetic and gravity derived lineaments respectively. However, region C and D had overlapping of boundaries and regions existed between the magnetic and gravity derived boundaries (Figures 4-10 (A)). The region D on the magnetic derived regions correspond to region with intruded magma forming structures running northeast southwest in the study area (Singletary et al., 2003). This structures correspond to Kgwebe formation (Singletary et al., 2003) which correspond to all volcanic rocks in the northwest Botswana rift. These structures were not part of the other side of region C (Figures 4-10 (A)) which indicates different tectonic regions. As such, region C as delineated from gravity data may be smaller than originally delineated. Thus being the case, the boundary of C was on the magnetic delineated boundary. Likewise, the southern part boundary of D took the gravity derived boundary which is in very close proximity with the magnetic derived boundary. This implies that the structures intruded in this tectonic province lies within a broader tectonic province bigger than the boundary of these structures (Modie, 2000). This region corresponds to the Ghazi-Chobe belt of northern Botswana.

Region J and F had a clear boundaries from both dataset. The boundary of F on the south side was taken from magnetic derived lineaments (Figures 4-10 (B)) while on the northern side it was taken from gravity derived lineaments (Figures 4-10 (B)). The region J and F was delineated as one region from magnetic data while the gravity data had a boundary between the two which was used to separate the two regions. The region J had been previously demarcated (Carney et al., 1994; Hutchins & Reeves, 1980; Key & Mothibi, 1999; Key & Ayres, 2000; Singletary et al., 2003) which makes it different region from F. Region J correspond to Xade complex and region F may correspond to Botswana northeast rift (Singletary et al., 2003). The region M took the boundary from the magnetic derived lineaments. However, on gravity derived lineaments the western boundary of region M was just estimated based on the distribution of lineaments in the region as such the magnetic derived lineaments was adopted. Hutchins & Reeves, (1980) and Key & Ayres, (2000) discussed this region as part of the Kheis belt and gabbroic Tshane terrane. Their boundary, based on magnetic data, is applied in the delineation of this region.

The region K is characterized by long lineaments on the gravity derived lineaments. The boundary of the region from the west took the boundary of a magnetic derived boundary, Hutchins & Reeves, (1980)
delineated this boundary using magnetic data as the eastern part of Okwa block and on the eastern part of the region took the gravity derived boundary. The magnetic delineated boundary within the region K correspond not to a tectonic boundary as evidence from the gravity data but rather to one of the major structures within the region (Figures 4-10 (A)). The region Q and G had their separating boundary taken from the gravity data. The region's magnetic boundary was not conclusive as several lineaments indicated possible boundaries. Other regions where single boundary from single data set exist, for instance boundaries between G and I, P and Q, N and O, the boundaries were adopted. The work by Key & Ayres, (2000) and Singletary et al., (2003) described the area that regions N, O, P and Q falls in the Kaapvaal craton. The boundary between P and Q does not show much on derivatives data. However, Ranganai et al., (2002) and Schaller et al., (1999) describe this boundary as a tectonic lineament that breaks the northern part of Kaapvaal Craton. It is called the Palala shear zone.

4.9. The mapped tectonic terranes of Botswana

This section shows the delineated tectonic boundary of Botswana based on the automatically extracted lineaments from gravity and magnetic data. These delineated tectonic provinces were compared with already existing model for few provinces to correlate with the geological information (Figure 4-11).

![Figure 4-11: The delineated tectonic boundaries and terranes of Botswana](image)

In this chapter, a delineated tectonic terranes and boundaries have been presented based on the magnetic and gravity derivatives derived lineaments. The lineaments were extracted using automatic lineament extraction method. However, the output was improved in chapter 5 using physical map and combined with mafic complex to produce the basement of Botswana.
5. BASEMENT MAPPING

5.1. Introduction
This chapter explains how to update the already existing basement geology of Botswana using gravity and magnetic data. The basement of Botswana comprise of tectonic terranes and the major mafic to ultra-mafic complexes. Furthermore, the basement mapping was done to compare the spatial location of mafic intrusion with the tectonic terranes which can be used for tectonic and geodynamic modelling. The reworking of earth crust causes extension and rifting. These processes may cause magma to come to the surface and form mafic complexes.

In this research, the basement geology is defined as the Precambrian tectonic terranes of Botswana which include the basins, the mafic complexes, the mobile belts, cratons and the boundaries between them with its related geology.

5.2. Methodology
This section shows the steps of the methodology for basement mapping as explained (Figure 5-1). The main method used was apparent physical mapping.

![Flowchart for basement mapping](image)

Figure 5-1: flowchart for basement mapping

The steps used in the basement mapping are shown below:
1. Magnetic and gravity data filtering
2. Calculation of apparent susceptibility and apparent density
3. Combining the apparent susceptibility and density map to produce the apparent physical map
4. Improving the delineated tectonic terranes and boundaries using the apparent physical map
5. Mapping the mafic complex using reduced to pole magnetic data
6. Combining improved delineated tectonic terranes and boundaries and mafic complex to produce a delineated basement of Botswana.
7. Comparing and combining the delineated basement of Botswana with the existing basement geology of Botswana. Geology was assigned to each terrane and mafic complex based on the existing geology of the basement. Furthermore, geochronological data is added based on literature
8. The new basement geology is improved using the physical map

5.3. Gravity and magnetic filtering

Magnetic and gravity data was filtered using MAGMAP extension in Oasis Montaj (Table 5-1). The filtering was done for 3 reasons: 1) the magnetic data was filtered to remove the effect due to near surface bodies for mafic intrusions mapping and make its signal comparable with gravity data for apparent physical mapping, 2) the gravity data was filtered to remove the effect of upper mantle such that we remain with signal due to the crust for apparent density mapping and 3) the reduce to the pole was done to move the dipole effect of magnetic signal such that the signal is directly above the anomaly making it correlates with geology (Jachens & Blakely, 1986).

On the reduce to pole parameters, a single declination and inclination was used for the whole study area. The differential reduce to pole which calculates declination and inclination for every magnetic data point was presented by Cooper & Cowan, (2005). However, its implementation for large dataset cannot be possible at present cause of implementation limitations. As such, a single declination and inclination was calculated in Oasis Montaj. The calculation estimates the suitable single declination and inclination based on the given longitude and latitudes in a magnetic database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filtering</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Butterworth low pass filter        | 10km, 50 Km (in ground units) | -10 km low pass filtered data (Figure 5-1 (A)) was used in mafic delineation  
| of magnetic data                   |                             | -50 km low pass filtered data (Figure 5-1 (B)) was used for apparent susceptibility calculation |
| Upward continuation of gravity     | 36 km                       | - The 36 km upward continuation of gravity data produce regional anomaly (Figure 5-1 (C))  
| data                               |                             | - The regional anomaly was subtracted from the Bouguer anomaly to create the residual anomaly (Figure 5-1 (D)) |
| Reduce to pole of magnetic data    | Declination, -12.74         | -Delineation of high magnetic anomaly regions which could represent basement mafic complex  
|                                   | Inclination, -66.82         | - The same parameters were used for apparent susceptibility calculation |

Table 5-1: magnetic and gravity filtering, parameters used and purpose
Figure 5-2: (A) 10km low pass filtered magnetic data, (B) 50km low pass filtered magnetic data, (C) Regional anomaly of gravity data and (D) Residual anomaly of gravity data

### 5.4. Apparent Physical Mapping

This section explains the calculation of apparent density and apparent susceptibility from gravity and magnetic data respectively. It also explains how apparent density and apparent susceptibility are combined using a colour scheme to produce apparent physical map as introduced by Everaerts, (1990). The apparent density and susceptibility are interpreted based on the possible geology and then the interpreted geology from apparent density and susceptibility are combined to interpret the physical map geology.

The apparent physical mapping is based on the ground variation of densities and depth estimate to the geological units and the distribution of magnetic minerals, i.e. their magnetic susceptibility. However, gravity and magnetic data measure different physical properties of rocks which make it difficult to correlate and jointly use in the interpretation of the geology of an area. A study by Henkel, (1976, 1994) established a relationship between density and magnetic susceptibility of rocks in a Precambrian environment. He used ground based rock samples, about 30 000 samples, to understand the petrological processes, magmatic differentiation, serpentinisation and delineation of local and regional secondary processes. Everaerts, (1990); and Yawsangrat, (2002) used the approach of Henkel, (1976) and applied it to the airborne gravity and magnetic data in geological mapping. They used the already known geology and their physical parameters to map the unknown areas based on the colour combination of density and magnetic susceptibility.
5.4.1. Apparent Density

Apparent density mapping turns the gravity anomaly into density distribution of rocks (Ranganai et al., 2008). The implementation steps in apparent density calculation are listed below.

1. Upward continuation of Bouguer anomaly to produce Regional anomaly.
2. Subtraction of regional anomaly from Bouguer anomaly to produce residual anomaly.
3. Defining the thickness layer model for the density calculation (36 km layer model, average crustal thickness of Botswana after Tugume et al., 2013 was used).
4. Defining the average density of the thickness layer model (2.67 g/cm³ average crustal density background).
5. Density values are then calculated based on the gravity values of thickness layer model and average density. The calculated density values are subtracted or added to the average density based on the gravity signal.

5.4.2. Results and interpretation of apparent density calculation

The density distribution calculated from apparent density calculation (Figure 5-3) ranged from 2.46 g/cm³ to 2.90 g/cm³ with the density background of 2.67 g/cm³. Based on the average earth density, 2.67g/cm³ and the major rocks of the basement of Botswana (Chapter 2, table 2-1), 2 classes were identified and classified as high density rocks, 2.67-2.9 g/cm³ and low density rocks, 2.67-2.52 g/cm³ with their possible association of rocks (Table 5-2).

### Table 5-2: interpretation of apparent density in relation to the major rock units of basement of Botswana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density classification</th>
<th>density range (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Rock types</th>
<th>Av. density (g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low density</td>
<td>2.46-2.67</td>
<td>Syenite</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acidic igneous rocks</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>granite</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sedimentary rocks</td>
<td>2.3 - 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Granitic gneiss</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gneisetic granitoid</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high density</td>
<td>2.67-2.9</td>
<td>Dolerite</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amphibolite</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Migmmitite</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gabbro/mafic to ultramafic</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-3: apparent density map

5.4.3. Apparent Susceptibility

Apparent Susceptibility calculation turns the magnetic anomaly into magnetic susceptibility values. The process is done as described by Ranganai & Ebinger, (2008) below:

1. Reducing the magnetic anomaly to the pole. The reduction to pole moves the magnetic anomaly from a dipole values to lie directly above the magnetic source body as if they are measured from the pole, thus making them correlates to geology (Jachens & Blakely, 1986).
2. Downward continuing the data, the downward continuation enables the data to be mapped closer to the magnetic source depth of interest. However, the magnetic signal in Botswana is from the crust and no signal was from the upper mantle based on the calculated depth estimate of the magnetic signal. As such no residual separation was needed hence upward continuation was not done on magnetic data. Furthermore, the basalts and mafic intrusion in Botswana are found at 1000m depth (Key & Ayres, 2000) hence the need to include the downward continuation filter in the apparent susceptibility calculation.

3. Dividing the magnetic values by the total magnetic intensity to produce the magnetic susceptibility values in emu (electromagnetic units).

The parameters for apparent susceptibility are same as those for reduce to pole (Tables 5-1). However, addition parameters are required which are 1) depth to the basement or where the susceptibility values are found and 2) magnetic field strength on the area. The magnetic field strength was calculated using IGRF functionality in Oasis Montaj based on the given latitudes and longitudes from the data points in the magnetic database. The final apparent susceptibility values are due to the rocks within the crust which makes them correlates with apparent density values which are also from the rocks in the earth crust.

5.4.4. Results and interpretation of apparent susceptibility calculation

The magnetic susceptibility value from apparent susceptibility calculation (Figure 5-4) produced the results in electromagnetic units (emu). The emu values were converted into SI units using a factor of 12.57. The SI values were calculated based on the conversion factor between SI units of magnetic susceptibility and electromagnetic values of \(4\pi\) or \((4\pi)^2 \times 10^{-7}\) (Clark & Emerson, 1991). The symbol \(\pi\) stands for pi which has a value of 3.14.

The magnetic susceptibility of a rock can either be zero, negative or positive. The negative susceptibility materials are diamagnetic rocks. In the apparent susceptibility calculated in this research, negative magnetic susceptibility ranges from -0.074 to 0 SI. The positive magnetic susceptibility has been divided into two, the low magnetic susceptibility 0-0.025 SI and the high magnetic susceptibility above 0.025 SI. The class were divided based on the presence of magnetite rocks in the study area. The magnetic threshold for magnetic susceptibility was the metamorphic rocks with an average magnetic susceptibility of 0.025 SI (Table 5-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Susceptibility class</th>
<th>Mag sus range (SI)</th>
<th>Rock types</th>
<th>Av. Sus (SI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High magnetic</td>
<td>0.025 and above</td>
<td>Gabbro</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susceptibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ultra-mafic rocks</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Basic rocks</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gneissitic granitoid/migmatite/Granite gneiss</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Granite</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dolerite</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low magnetic</td>
<td>0 – 0.025</td>
<td>Sedimentary rocks</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susceptibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amphibolites</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3: interpretation of apparent susceptibility in relation to the rocks of basement of Botswana
5.4.5. Apparent Physical map integration

The integration of apparent density and susceptibility used a colour scheme. The apparent susceptibility map was assigned to a continuous colour, from white to magenta, representing the non-magnetic rocks and the high magnetic rocks respectively (Figure 5-5 (A)). Likewise, the apparent density was assigned to a continuous colour scheme, cyan to yellow, representing low density rocks and high density rocks respectively (Figure 5-5 (B)).

![Figure 5-5: (A) Apparent susceptibility colour scheme and (B) Apparent density colour scheme](image)

5.4.6. Physical Map Fusion

The physical apparent map was produced by fusing the colour scheme of apparent density and susceptibility (Figure 5-5 (A) and (B)) as indicated in figure 5-6 (A)-(D) below.

![Figure 5-6: (A) apparent density colour scheme representation in the fusion process, (B) apparent susceptibility colour scheme representation in the fusion process, (C) the physical colour scheme fused representation and (D) the apparent physical map of Botswana.](image)

5.4.7. Relationship of physical map to the rocks of basement of Botswana

The physical map from the color scheme was interpreted based on the color, the estimated physical meaning of each color, the density and magnetic susceptibility ranges of each values and finally the possible geology based on the basement geology of botswana and their densities and susceptibility. The color values
and its corresponding lithology was estimated from the available data (Chapter 2, table 2-1) and the calculated values of the physical map (Figure 5-6 (D)). The results are shown in (Table 5-4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color scheme</th>
<th>Physical meaning</th>
<th>Density value (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>Magnetic value (SI)</th>
<th>Rocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Low density – high magnetic</td>
<td>2.52-2.67</td>
<td>Above 0.025</td>
<td>Syenite, Granites, granite gneiss, gnesetic granitoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>High density – high magnetic</td>
<td>2.68-2.90</td>
<td>Above 0.025</td>
<td>Dolerite, Ultramafic rocks, Basic rocks, Migmatite, Gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyan</td>
<td>Low density – Nonmagnetic (low magnetic)</td>
<td>2.52-2.67</td>
<td>0 – 0.024</td>
<td>Sedimentary rocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>High density – Nonmagnetic (low magnetic)</td>
<td>2.68-2.90</td>
<td>0 -0.024</td>
<td>Granite gneiss, Amphibolites,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-4: the estimated values of color scheme and its estimated geology on the physical map based on basement geology of Botswana.

5.5. Improving Tectonic models using physical map

The delineated tectonic terranes include different regions with different lithologies and tectonic setting, for instance mafic complexes, mobile belts etc. These regions might have different magnetic and density properties hence different combination on the physical map which signifies different processes that happened during the formation of these regions.

The delineated boundaries were improved based on the magnetic susceptibility and density distribution. Area A (Figure 5-7 (A)), was bigger than previously delineated with a blue physical characteristic of low density and high magnetic values signifying areas with possible Syenite, granites and granite gneiss (Table 5-4). Next to it a long elongated feature, area B, had its eastern upper boundary passing through a different physical characteristic area, blue representing low density and high magnetic. Its new boundary takes the border of the same response as the elongated feature, which is yellow in colour signifying the possible presence of granite gneiss and amphibolites (Table 5-4). The same applies to the southern part of the feature. The region C, had its southern boundary shifted in the northwest direction to be in line with the difference physical properties, red and blue, between these two regions. The other regions that had their boundary improved based on their physical characteristics include the region R in the centre of the study.
area, region E, region K, region P and region F. The boundary of region R falls between the red and blue colour signifying the different lithological units. Region P is characterised by high magnetic and high density values representing the presence of dolerite, ultramafic rocks, Gabbro and migmatite and basic rocks (Table 5-5). Region E is characterised by a narrow belt with low magnetic with different densities. The region E is clearly different from the surrounding geology (Figure 5-7 (A)). However, the boundary between K and J, and boundary between F and H still remains unclear even on the physical map despite being shifted in relation to the other boundaries that were shifted.

5.6. Mafic complex mapping
The major mafic complexes of Botswana include gabbro, basic and ultra-basic rocks. However, basic and ultra-basic rocks have higher magnetic susceptibility than gabbro. As such, Gabbro is chosen as a threshold for all mafic and ultra-mafic rock in the delineation. The main delineation method was contouring method of the input reduced to pole magnetic data.

Despite that magnetic response differing from place to place based on the inducing strength of the Earth's magnetic field, Galindo-Zaldívar et al., (2013) estimated the gabbro magnetic response to be between 50-150 nT with an average of 80nT. Despite the difference in the earth magnetic field inducing strength, approximately 48000 nT in Antarctica and 28000 nT in Botswana (British Geological Survey, 2014), the inducing strength in Botswana is relatively half that of Antarctica. However, the threshold of 80 nT for the gabbro and mafic rock was adopted in the contouring process (Figure 5-8).

5.6.1. Combining mafic complex with tectonic terranes for basement mapping
The basement geology as defined above includes the mafic complexes and the tectonic terranes. As such, the mafic complex (Figure 5-8) was combined with the improved delineated tectonic model (Figure 5-7 (B)) to produce the delineated basement geology of Botswana.

The mafic complexes used in the study did not include all the mafic delineated using contouring method from figure 5-8. Emphasis was given on the selected few which include mafic bodies in region A, D, J, M N, K, P, O and Q (Figure 5-8). The mafic complex in region Q was included as it has not been delineated.
by any previous studies. The mafic in region A, K, and P coincidently forms the tectonic provinces as delineated above (Figure 5-8). However, the mafic intrusion in region K is just the extension of mafic intrusion in region P. Not the whole of K is a mafic intrusion. As such, the mafic complexes were used to delineate the actual boundary of these regions. Key & Ayres, (2000) and Singletary et al., (2003) called them Quangwadum complex, Tshane complex and Kheis belt respectively.

The northeast-southwest trending structures in the region D is part of the Kgwebe formation (Key & Ayres, 2000; Singletary et al., 2003) which is the name given to all volcanic rocks in region D, either mafic or not. The mafic complexes in region O and N was delineated by Hutchins & Reeves, (1980) as the Molopo farm. Despite that the region was missing in the subsequent Precambrian basement geology of Botswana, Key & Ayres, (2000) discussed the complex as the highly fractured intrusion of basic to ultrabasic rocks. The extend of the Molopo farm intrusion region was not determined as only part of it was covered by aeromagnetic survey at that time (Hutchins & Reeves, 1980). This explains the high lineament density which was used to determine the region as a tectonic region. As such, the regions O, N and M represent a single tectonic province with a mafic intrusion, Molopo farm intrusion, in the terrane. The intrusion in the region J, L and M may correspond to the Mahalapye complex. The complex which is delineated in the Magondi belt (Aldiss & Carney, 1992) maybe covered and extend in the Phanerozoic cover of the Kalahari sands west of the complex (Singletary et al., 2003). Furthermore, Aldiss & Carney, (1992) discussed the effect of Palala shear zone (Schaller et al., 1999) on the Mahalapye complex. Schaller et al., (1999) describe Palala shear zone as a tectonic lineament that breaks the northern part of Kaapvaal Craton. Based on the spatial location of Palala shear zone and the high magnetic intrusion, the intrusion could be the Mahalapye complex covered by the Kalahari sand.

5.6.2. Delineated basement geology of Botswana

The initial interpreted basement geology of Botswana is based on the delineated basement geology of Botswana (Section 5.6.1) and the initial interpretation of the tectonic provinces (Chapter 4, section 4.10)

The regions that are so far known include:
region A = Quangwadum complex,
region D = Ghazi – Chobe with Kgwebe formation,
region P = Kheis belt and Tshane complex,
region K = Okwa block, 
region N= Molopo farm and region L = Mahalapye complex

Figure 5-9: delineated basement geology of Botswana

5.7. Comparing and Combining new and existing basement geology

To produce the basement geology of Botswana, all available data have to be incorporated in the basement mapping i.e. geochronology data, geophysical data, geochemical data, geological data, drill core data etc. The delineated basement geology map (Figure 5-9) cannot reflect the true nature of the basement in Botswana on its own. As such, combining and comparing the delineated basement geology (Figure 5-9)
with the existing model (Singletary et al., 2003) produced improved basement geology for both the existing (Singletary et al., 2003) and delineated basement geology. Despite that Singletary et al., (2003) model was an improvement of the Key & Ayres, (2000) model, the former excluded some of the tectonic terranes that the latter included in their model. As such, these two models, together with the delineated tectonic model were compared and combined to produce one improved model. For the sake of comparison, the Singletary et al., (2003) model was called M2003, the Key & Ayres, (2000) model was called M2000 and the delineated model (Figure 5-9) was called the M2015. The combination criteria that were used are:

- The tectonic boundary and mafic complex boundary will come from the delineated tectonic model for all provinces that are found on the 3 models.
- The provinces and terranes that are found on one or two models but not the third was included in the final model

The letters on the map are reference from the M2015 which relates the model with M2003 and M2015.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 5-10**: the comparison and improvement of the basement geology based on the existing basement geology models, (A) Singletary et al., (2003) basement model called M2003 in the discussion,(B) Key & Ayres, (2000) basement model called M2000 in the discussion, (C) the overlay of Key & Ayres, (2000) Singletary et al., (2003) and delineated (Figure 5-9) basement models and (D) the updated basement model, called M2015, based on the existing models and improved analysis as presented in this thesis.
This paragraph gives names of the abbreviation used in figures 5-10(A) and (B). These are: MF is Molopo Farms, K is Kraaipan, MD is Modipe, MHB is Mahalapye belt, LB is Limpopo belt, TT is Tati, VM is Vumba, MI is Maitenge, ZC is Zimbabwe craton, MT is Matsitana, PBZ is plate boundary zone, RK is Rakops, G/M is Gwetabelt/Magondi belt, TC is Tshane complex, XC is Xade complex, KB is Kheis belt, KC is Kaapvaal craton, Ok is Okwa belt, NB is Nossop belt, NWR is NW Botswana rift, PB is Passarge basin, KC3 is Kwando complex, GCZ is Ghanzi-Chobe belt, CC is Congo craton, KC4 is Kihabe complex, KG is Koanaka group, AHG is Aha hills group, CH is Chihabadun complex, QC is Quan gwadum complex, BO is Basement obscured by younger sediments, RC is Roiboc complex, KF is Kgwembe formation, MB is Magondi belt, TH is Tsodilo hills group and XG is Xaudum group.

Northeast of Botswana, all the 3 models have the region which is labelled A on M2015. However, the boundaries are not on the same spatial location (Figure 5-10(C)). The other regions from M2003 were adopted as the other two models did not have any more regions in the area. The area B on M2015, which coincided with a region on M2003 as Roibok complex, was also included in the model (Figure 5-10 (A) and (D)). However, the region consists of some part of regions from M2003. With no geophysical evidence of these boundaries, the region B from M2015 was adopted. The region C exists on both three models and its called Kwando complex from M2000 and M2003 (Figure 5-10 (A) and (B)). Four regions that are on the M2015, R, I K and D are found on the other two models. These correspond to Ghanzi – chobe zone, Passarge basin, Xadi complex, Okwa block and Nossop basin respectively (Figure 5-10 (A) and (B)). However, certain differences exist between these regions. Firstly, the Kgwebe formation which was delineated in M2015 as northeast southwest trending structure in region D and also exist in M2003 did not exist in the M2000 model. The spatial sizes of R, I, K and Q are similar in M2000 and M2003. However, a slight shift of these regions probably from digitising process. The region I and K are smaller from the M2000 and 2003 models compared with the same regions from M2015. Secondly, high magnetic bodies exist in region Q from M2015 which is missing in the other two models. The region J, I, M and O correspond to Kaapvaal craton (Figure 5-10 (A) and (B)).

In M2015 and M2000, some mafic intrusions are present in the Kaapvaal craton which are absent in M2003. However, the mafic intrusions in M2015 cover a bigger spatial region than the mafic intrusions in M2000. The intrusions correspond to Molopo farms and possible Mahalapye complex. The region P corresponds to Kheis belt and Tshane complex. The region is bigger in M2000 and M2003. According to Hutchins & Reeves, (1980); Key & Ayres, (2000) and Singletary et al., (2003) described the Tshane complex as the unexposed mafic to ultrabasic bodies and attributed the lithology to gabbroic intrusion. Using aeromagnetic data to delineate the complex indicates that the region is much smaller in M2015 than previously thought. The same applies to high magnetic Kheis belt. The previous model estimated its spatial extent but the M2015 delineated its boundary from the high resolution magnetic data. No evidence of such a body on the bigger Tshane complex from M2000 and M2003 as well as the spatial location of Kheis belt. Finally, the eastern part of Botswana where the 3 regions are located, G, F and H, was the region where these 3 have so diverse boundaries (Figure 5-10 (C)). These regions correspond to Zimbabwe craton, Magondi belt and Limpopo belt (Key & Ayres, 2000; Singletary et al., 2003). The M2015 have a bigger Zimbabwe craton and relatively smaller Limpopo belt and Magondi belt than M2000 and M2003.
5.8. Improving basement geology with physical map

The improved basement geology includes some regions and terranes that were not improved with the physical map in section 5.5. Such being the case, the improved basement geology was further improved using the physical map. The improvement of basement geology using physical map concentrated on two regions, the north western part and the Tshane complex (Enclosed area on figure 5-11 (A)). Surprisingly, the other regions in the north western area show unique physical response apart from the upper left part of the region. This region was changed to be in line with the physical map characteristics (Figure 5-11 (C) and (D)). The Tshane complex is characterized by high magnetic and high density rocks, red color on the map, which is a characteristic of dolerite, ultramafic and basic rocks, migmatic and Gabbro (Table 5-4). As such, the region is not just 3 isolated mafic bodies but rather a connected region (Figure 5-11 (E) and (F)).

![Figure 5-11: improvement of basement geology using physical map, (A) overlay of basement geology on physical map and (B) improved basement geology map, (C) North western part before improving with physical map and (D) North western part after improving with physical map. (E) Tshane complex before improvement with physical map and (F) Tshane complex after improvement with physical map.](image-url)
5.9. The updated subsurface Precambrian geology of Botswana

This section shows the new basement geology of Botswana based on the tectonic boundary and basement mapping.

In this section, updated basement geology of Botswana based on the gravity and magnetic data is presented. The basement geology is very important in the tectonic modelling and geodynamic processes of Botswana. The basement geology of Botswana shows two important things: 1) the tectonic boundaries and terranes which indicate the directional forces that acted on them and 2) mafic intrusion in Botswana which indicate movement of magma from the mantle to the surface. This may also indicate reworking of the crust as well as extension, rifting and compression. Furthermore, geochronological information from literature is added to the basement geology. The basement geology was used as input in the next chapter about crustal thickness and geodynamic modelling.
6. CRUST THICKNESS AND GEODYNAMIC MODELLING

6.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the geodynamic modelling of Botswana based on the crustal thickness information, tectonic terranes and boundaries and mafic intrusion. However, the first part of the chapter explains about the modelling of gravity data to produce the Moho depth of Botswana and subsequently the crustal thickness map of Botswana. The crustal thickness was discussed based on the variation in each terrane as well as the comparison with the satellite gravity derived crustal thickness maps of Botswana. The last part of this chapter combines the crustal thickness information with the tectonic boundaries and mafic intrusions of Botswana to understand the geodynamic activities in Botswana. The tectonic models of three selected profiles are explained based on the information from this research and literature.

6.2. Methodology
This section summarise the crustal thickness modelling and subsequently the geodynamic processes as indicated in the figure 6-1.

![Flowchart for crust thickness and geodynamic modelling](image)

The implementation of this chapter is described in the following steps below:
1. Sediments correction for Bouguer anomaly
2. Filtering of sediment corrected Bouguer anomaly
3. Finding of optimal inversion parameters
4. Inversion of gravity data to produce Moho depth.
5. Validation of Moho depth from gravity using seismic derived Moho depth.
6. Production of crustal thickness map by combining the validated Moho depth and topography data.
7. The variation of crustal thickness based on each tectonic terrane is discussed.
8. The crustal thickness model is compared with the existing crustal thickness from satellite gravity.
9. Information from crustal thickness map is combined with tectonic terranes and mafic intrusion to interpret the geodynamics.
6.2.1. Sediments correction
This section explains how Bouguer anomaly was corrected for the effect of sediments. In the sediments correction, the lighter sediments were replaced with heavier basement material.

The sedimentary cover in Botswana is divided into 3 layers based on the sedimentary depth and velocity changes of seismic wave after Laske & Masters, (1997). The Bouguer anomaly due to the effect of sedimentary thickness and density (Figure 6-2 (A), (B) and (C)) for each of the 3 layer was calculated. The parameters used for sediments correction are shown in table 6-1 below: The Bouguer anomaly uses 2.67 g/cm³ for correction of the mass above the geoid. However, the lighter sediments are given by the same density as the heavier basement and other rocks. As such, the effect of these sediments on the final Bouguer anomaly needs to be corrected (Figure 6-3). The sediment correction is done on each of the 3 layers based on the density contrast between that layer and the average density of the earth (Table 6-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>depth</th>
<th>Sedimentary density</th>
<th>resolution</th>
<th>Earth density</th>
<th>Density contrast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer 1</td>
<td>0-1.5 km</td>
<td>2.105 g/cm³</td>
<td>1 x 1 degree</td>
<td>2.67 g/cm³</td>
<td>0.565 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer 2</td>
<td>1.5 km &lt; x &lt; 5 km</td>
<td>2.414 g/cm³</td>
<td>1 x 1 degree</td>
<td>2.67 g/cm³</td>
<td>0.256 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer 3</td>
<td>&gt;5 km</td>
<td>2.536 g/cm³</td>
<td>1 x 1 degree</td>
<td>2.67 g/cm³</td>
<td>0.134 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-1: parameters for sediments correction

Figure 6-2: The gravity values calculated from the 3 sedimentary thickness layers (A) upper sediments layer (from the surface to 1.5 km), (B) middle sediments layer (from 1.5 km to 5 km) and (C) lower sediments layer (from 5 km to 12 km)

Figure 6-3: (A) Original Bouguer anomaly and (B) the sediments corrected Bouguer anomaly
6.2.2. Gravity filtering

The sediment corrected Bouguer anomaly was filtered (Table 6-2, Figure 6-4 (A)-(F)) using MAGMAP extension in Oasis Montaj. The filtering was done to remove signals due to bodies in the upper mantle as well as signal due to near surface bodies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filtering</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butterworth</td>
<td>1000km (in ground unit)</td>
<td>-Applied to gravity data to remove deep sources from the mantle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterworth</td>
<td>200 km, 175km, 150 km, 125 km and 100 km (in ground units)</td>
<td>-This was applied to the 1000 km high pass filtered gravity data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>-The filtering was done to remove high frequency signals that makes iterative inversion process unstable when modeling Moho depth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-2: filtering parameters and its purpose

Figure 6-4: results of filtering process (A) the sediment corrected bouguer anomaly map, (B) 100 km low pass filtered map, (C) 125 km low pass filtered map, (D) 150 km low pass filtered map, (E) 175 km low pass filtered map, and (F) 200 km low pass filtered map.

6.3. Finding optimum parameters

The inversion parameters are divided into two categories: the constant parameters and the varied parameters. The constant parameters do not change during the inversion process. The varied parameters are initial Moho depth (IMD) and density contrast (DC). The constant parameters include number of rows and column of the data which is 1260, the data spacing which is 1km, the distance in the x and y direction which is 1260 km. The inversion parameters also include the upper and lower cut-off wavelengths which are 0.006 and 0.001 respectively; converging criteria of 0.02 km and truncating window of 10%. These parameter values are unique to this research. The convergence criterion was included in the inversion as the cut off root mean square error (RMS) between the input and the forwarded output gravity. The inversion run iteratively 10 times or when the root mean square between the measured and calculated signal is lower than or equal to the convergence criterion value.
6.3.1. Wavelength cut off determination

The upper cut off wavelength of 1000km was used (Block et al., 2009; Tugume et al., 2013; van der Meijde, et al., 2013). However, the lower cut off wavelength was tested based on the lowest absolute average values between the gravity derived Moho depth and the seismic derived Moho depth to determine which one gives good results. 5 lower cut off wavelength were tested, 100 km, 125 km, 150 km 175 km and 200 km. The lower cut off wavelength was included to reduce the uncertainty due to high frequency signal in the data. An initial Moho and density contrast of 39 km and 0.5g/cm$^3$ respectively were used in the calculation after Fadel & Meijde, (2015), of the same area which they used satellite gravity to resolve the Moho and in addition density contrast of 0.35g/cm$^3$ was also used bringing the number of models to test the effect of short wavelength signals to 10 to increase the number of test filter parameter and effect of changing the density contrast (Table 6-3).

The 10 models were inverted using iterative inversion method to estimate the Moho depth. Each of the 10 models was then forward modelled to produce the calculated gravity signal due to Moho topography. The root mean square error between the measured and the calculated gravity was calculated from each of the 10 models (Table 6-3). The depth estimate from each of the 10 models was compared with the depth estimates from seismic data after Youssof et al., (2013) (Appendix I, table 0-1 ). Then the absolute average value for each of the model was calculated based on the seismic depth estimates and gravity depth estimated of the 10 models (Table 6-3). The absolute average value is the absolute difference between a given two sets of values in relation to their mean. The absolute values of zero indicate no difference between the two data sets. Therefore, the closer the absolute value to zero the better the fit between the two data sets. The closest absolute value to zero from the 10 models is model 9 and second by model 4 (Table 6-3). These models had an initial Moho depth of 39km and density contrast of 0.35g/cm$^3$ and 0.5 g/cm$^3$ respectively. Furthermore, the filtering cut of wavelength for both models were 1000 km upper cut off and 175 km lower cut off. As such, these cut off wavelength values were used for the iterative inversion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models number</th>
<th>IMD (km)</th>
<th>DC (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>Upper cut of (km)</th>
<th>Lower cut off (km)</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>Absolute average values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>3.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>3.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>3.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>2.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>2.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>3.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>3.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>2.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>2.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>2.925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-3: parameters choice for the upper and lower cut off wavelength

6.3.2. Initial Moho and density contrast values

The density contrast, the mantle density minus crust density, used was varied between 0.25 g/cm$^3$ and 0.5 g/cm$^3$ with a step increase on 0.05 g/cm$^3$ based on the density contrast between the mantle and crust which ranges from 0.28 and 0.48 g/cm$^3$ (Tenzer et al., 2011). The initial Moho depth was varied between 35-43 Km with a step increase of 2 km, based on the two crustal thickness of Botswana: 1) the crustal thickness model extracted from Tugume et al., (2013) model of Africa and 2) Youssof et al., (2013) model of southern Africa. In total 30 models were produced from the inversion with the parameters (Table 6-4).
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### Table 6-4: Initial Moho depth and density contrast for the 30 models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>MD (km)</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>MD (km)</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>MD (km)</th>
<th>DC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.3. Inversion method

An inversion method was used to produce a crustal thickness map. Firstly, Moho depth of the study area was calculated and then topography data added to it to produce the crustal thickness map.

Moho depth, the boundary between earth crust and the upper mantle, is calculated using Parker-Oldenburg iterative inversion method. It is a method used to model a two layer model, crust and mantle, with a fixed density contrast in between the layers. The Moho boundary between the crust and mantle is undulating, wave like form, which makes this method ideal for Moho topography modelling. The method do not rely on point data and assumes that all the signal is related to the topography of the Moho (van der Meijde et al., 2013). The iterative inversion method uses the inversion procedure that was developed by Parker, (1973) and an iteration procedure of the same equation rearranged by Oldenburg, (1974). Parker, (1973) developed a method on how Fourier transform can be used to calculate the magnetic or gravity anomaly caused by uneven, non-uniform layer of material for a single profile. Oldenburg, (1974) rearranged the Parker equation to make it iterative.

The iterative inversion method was implemented using a Matlab program called 3Dinver.M produced by Gómez-Ortiz & Agarwal, (2005). The 3Dinver.M program computes 3D of the horizontal density interface from gravity anomaly by using the Parker-Oldenburg iterative inversion. The algorithm uses initial Moho depth and density contrast between two layers as parameters. During inversion, the input data was extended by 10% and a cosine taper window of 10% was included to avoid side effect. Furthermore, to ensure that a convergent criterion is done a high cut cosine filter is included in the inversion process. The algorithm is implemented as described in the steps below:

1. The average gravity value is calculated from the input gravity data.
2. The gravity data values are then demeaned based on the calculated average gravity value.
3. Average initial Moho depth and density contrast is inputted.
4. The demeaned gravity values are inverted based on the initial Moho and density contrast values.
5. The calculated Moho topography is forward modeled to produce a gravity signal due to the calculated Moho topography.
6. Finally the difference between the measured gravity data and the calculated gravity data was calculated.

6.4. Gravity data inversion

The 30 models were inverted using the same iterative inversion method. The difference between the measured gravity and the forwarded gravity was calculated (Figure 6-5) and the effect of varying the parameters were noted (Figure 6-6). The inversion process produced 30 Moho depth models based on the initial Moho depth and density contrast. The inversion of one model to the next model of the 30 initial models produced variation in the modelled Moho depth depending on which parameter was varied between the models. For instance, the difference in Moho depth between two models when only step of 2 km for initial Moho depth is used is shown on figure 6-6 (B), step of 0.05 g/cm³ for density contrast is...
shown on figure 6-6 (A) and finally the combination of step of 2 km for Moho depth and 0.05 g/cm³ for density contrast is shown on figure 6-6 (C). The same also applied to calculated gravity values based on the Moho depth for instance, difference between measured and calculated gravity values for initial Moho of 39 km and density contrast of 0.5g/cm³ is shown in figure 6-5 (A)-(C). Each of the parameter contributes to the variation in the crustal thickness both individually as well as combined.

Figure 6-5: (A) input Bouguer anomaly, 175 km wavelength filtered gravity anomaly (B) calculated gravity anomaly due to the Moho topography and (C) the difference between input and measured gravity values.

Figure 6-6: the effect of varying the initial Moho and density contrast on the crustal thickness. variation of parameters cause the variation in crustal thickness (A) variation of Moho depth for a step 0.05g/cm³ of density contrast (B) the change in Moho depth due to variation of initial Moho depth by step of 2 km and (C) the combing effect of varying density contrast and initial Moho depth by 0.05g/cm³ and 2 km respectively.

6.5. Model validation

The validation of Moho depth was done statistically based on the comparison of gravity derived Moho depth with the seismically derived Moho depth of the study area. The model with the best fit and the lowest absolute average value between the two Moho depths models was adopted.

The gravity derived Moho depth model was compared with the 13 points from the seismic derived depth estimates. The depth uncertainty in the area using the HK-stacking approach was within < 3 km which makes any values within it to be adopted. This research adopted the value of plus/minus 2 km to be acceptable values between the Moho depths from seismic and gravity data.

6.5.1. Validation results and discussion

The statistical approach for validation was absolute average value between two data sets. The same approach used for wavelength cut off values was used in the model validation (Section 6.3.1). Furthermore, the least root mean square approach on a one to one linear model was calculated to understand the correlation of the seismic derived Moho depth and gravity derived Moho depth. The Moho depth values from seismic data were compared with the Moho depth values from 30 models of the inverted gravity data.
(Appendix I, table 0-2). The root mean square error and absolute average values for the 30 models are shown in table 6-5 below. The closest absolute average value to zero was 2.28 for model 18 with an average initial Moho depth of 39 km and a density contrast of 0.5 g/cm$^3$. However, the density contrast between the earth crust and the upper mantle ranges from 0.28 g/cm$^3$ to 0.48 g/cm$^3$ (Tenzer et al., 2011). As such, the next best fitted model, minus the models with density contrast of 0.5 g/cm$^3$, has an initial Moho depth of 39 km and a density contrast of 0.45 g/cm$^3$ (Table 6-5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>RMS1</th>
<th>RMS2</th>
<th>AAV</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>RMS1</th>
<th>RMS2</th>
<th>AAV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
<td>-3.306</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>-7.117</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>-4.381</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>-8.834</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>-5.587</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>-10.58</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>-6.948</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>-3.481</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>-8.244</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td>-4.616</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>-9.854</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>-7.593</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
<td>-3.315</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>-7.206</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>-4.386</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>-8.752</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>-5.612</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>-10.48</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>-6.612</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>-3.43</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>-8.47</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>-4.559</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>-10.15</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>-5.829</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>-3.381</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>-7.256</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>-4.476</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>-8.546</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-5.727</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>-10.23</td>
<td>3.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-5: 30 initial models and its parameters for inversion and validation: N = model number, MD = initial Moho depth, DC = density contrast, RMS1 = root mean square error between the measured and calculated gravity, RMS2 = root mean square error between the gravity derived Moho depth and the Seismic derived Moho depth and AAV = absolute average values between seismic derived Moho depth and gravity derived Moho depth for each model.

The depth values difference between the two best fit models, (0.5) and (0.45) were less than 0.3 km (Table 6-6) despite the difference density contrast of 0.05 g/cm$^3$. The statistical fitting of the depth values after Youssof et al., (2013) shows 7 Points, representing about 50%, are within 1 km difference. The other 3 point fall within a 3 km and 3 point falls within 5 km difference with one point falling outside the 5 km difference (Figure 6-8). The big difference that falls within 3 km and 5 km may possibly be due to two reasons: 1) the uncertainty in the seismic depth estimates from these studies. Both Moho depth between Kgaswane et al., (2009) and Youssof et al., (2013) studies shows two jumps in there inversion results at 32 km and 50.5 km and 2) the uncertainty in the depth estimate from gravity data due to the effect of sediments correction.

![Figure 6-7: Comparison of seismic derived Moho depth and gravity derived Moho depth for 13 depth points](image-url)
Table 6-6: Comparison of the validated gravity derived Moho depths and seismically derived Moho depth: In the table, (0.5) column stands for a model with initial Moho of 39 km and density contrast of 0.5 g/cm³, (0.45) column stands for a model with initial Moho of 39 km and density contrast of 0.45 g/cm³ K stands for results after Kgaswane et al., (2009) and Y stands for results after Youssof et al., (2013).

6.6. Moho Topography of Botswana

This section discussed the Moho topography of Botswana and the variation of the Moho depth in different tectonic terranes. The Moho topography of the new model derived from gravity data of Botswana is shown in figure 6-9. The crustal thickness map was produced from the addition of elevation to the Moho depth. The Moho depth is the distance between the sea level and the Moho discontinuity. The elevation is the distance between the sea level and the surface. Therefore, the crustal thickness is the distance from the surface to the Moho discontinuity. The Moho topography in Botswana is relatively very inhomogeneous. The variation of Moho depth ranges from 32 km to 44 km with a mean value of 39 km and the crust thickness of Botswana ranges from 33 km to 46 km.
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Figure 6-8: (A) The Moho topography of Botswana (in Km), the black lines indicate the major tectonic province delineated from this research and the numbers represent names of tectonic province with its Moho variation: (B) GCZ = Ghanzi-Chobe zone and NBR = North Botswana rift, (C) NB = Nossop belt, (D) ZC = Zimbabwe craton, (E) LB = Limpopo belt, (F) KB = Kaapvaal craton, (G) NWS = north western group, (H) KC = kwando complex, (I) PB = passarge basin, (J) TC = Tshane belt and KB = Kheis belt, (K) MB = Magondi belt, (L) OB = Okwa belt, (M) RC = Reboik complex, and (N) XC = Xadi complex
6.7. Discussion of crustal thickness model

In this section we discuss the crustal thickness of Botswana in relation to the previous studies. The average of Archaean provinces and Proterozoic belt in Africa is 39 km and 41 km for Palaeozoic terrane (Tedla et al., 2011) and between 33-45 km as estimated by Tugume et al., (2013) respectively. Furthermore, the major basin in Africa have a varying crustal thickness between 33 to 36 km (Tedla et al., 2011). The 2 Cratons in the study area, Zimbabwe Craton and Kaapvaal Craton shows a similar thickness with the African estimates. The average thickness in the Zimbabwe craton is 39.3 km and that of Kaapvaal craton is 40km based on the results of this research (Table 6-7). The variation of crustal thickness in Archaean terrane is larger compared with other studies. This study variation ranges from 36 km to 43 km which is greater than other studies. For instance, Zimbabwe craton ranges from 47 – 51 km (Youssof et al., 2013) and Kaapvaal craton ranges from 34 km to 39 km (Youssof et al., 2013). However, results from this research show a smaller variation of Proterozoic terranes on the crustal thickness compared to the Archaean crust. The crustal thickness variation in Proterozoic belts from this study ranges from 37 km to 41 km (Table 6-7). These variation are from Okwa block, Kwando complex, Magondi belt, North western group and Reibok complex. Previous studies on the Proterozoic belt in Botswana shows a thicker crust than this study. The variation ranges from 39 km to 48 km (Begg et al., 2009; Tugume et al., 2013; Youssof et al., 2013).

However, the study of Youssof et al., (2013) showed a relatively thinner crust in Okwa block of about 34-35 km. The Nossop and Passarge basins, however, have an average thickness ranging from 35 km to 37 km based on the results from this study. These sedimentary basins fall within the Rehoboth belt. No study has estimated the thickness of these basins in Botswana. The thickness however, are in agreement with the basin thickness studies in other parts of Africa as discussed by Tedla et al., (2011). The areas with mafic intrusions show thinner crust than other areas apart from the basins. For instance, Xade complex, Tshane complex and Kheis belt have an average crustal thickness of 37 km, 2 km less than the average thickness of Botswana (Table 6-7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region name</th>
<th>Lower depth</th>
<th>Upper depth</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghazii-chobe zone and North western rift</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal craton</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwando complex</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magondi belt</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nossop basin</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North western group</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okwa block</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passarge basin</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reibok complex</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tshane complex and Kheis belt</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe craton</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xade complex</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-7: Moho topography variation per delineated tectonic terrane of Botswana (in KM).
6.8. **Comparison with other models**

The new crustal thickness model of Botswana was compared with the already existing models. The existing crustal thickness models of Botswana are part of the regional studies; African crustal thickness modelling. The comparison of the existing models with the new gravity derived Moho depth which will be referred to as “This study” in this comparison includes the similarities and differences. However, since the existing models are regional with course resolution, the new model tries to highlight the added value of high resolution crustal thickness model from the existing models. The models to be compared were taken from studies by Fadel & Meijde, (2015) and Tugume et al., (2013) (Table 6-8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moho depth model and difference</th>
<th>Lower depth</th>
<th>Upper depth</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airborne derived</td>
<td>32.0 Km</td>
<td>44.5 Km</td>
<td>39 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fadel &amp; Meijde, (2015)</td>
<td>34.6 Km</td>
<td>41.2 Km</td>
<td>38.8 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tugume et al., (2013)</td>
<td>33.6 Km</td>
<td>38.5 Km</td>
<td>36.8 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study – Fadel &amp; Meijde, (2015) difference</td>
<td>-3.0 Km</td>
<td>3.6 Km</td>
<td>0.2 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study - Tugume et al., (2013) difference</td>
<td>-2.8 Km</td>
<td>6.8 Km</td>
<td>2.3 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fadel &amp; Meijde, (2015) - Tugume et al., (2013) difference</td>
<td>-0.5 Km</td>
<td>3.5 Km</td>
<td>2.0 Km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-8: the difference between the airborne derived Moho depth, Fadel & Meijde, (2015) Moho depth, Tugume et al., (2013) Moho depth

The comparison of This study Moho depth and that of the satellite derived Moho depth (Fadel & Meijde, (2015) and Tugume et al., (2013)) shown a considerable difference ranging from -0.5 km to 6.8 km with an average difference range from 0.2 km to 2.3 km. Despite that both Fadel & Meijde, (2015) and Tugume et al., (2013) models are derived from satellite gravity, EIGEN 6C and EIGEN 6C3 respectively with about 1 degrees resolution (about 110km), the latter is coarser than the former. This could be attributed to the fact that Tugume et al., (2013) model is an extract of the thickness model of Africa which was a regional study.

The statistical average thickness of Fadel & Meijde, (2015) model, 38.8 km, is 0.2 km less than the initial average of 39km used in the processing. However, this slight difference will not cause problems in the comparison. The difference between gravity derived Moho depth and Fadel & Meijde, (2015) model ranges from -3 km to 3.6 km (Table 6-8). However, the average difference of 0.2 km shows that the models do not differ much as also shown from the difference map (Figure 6-9 (D)). Most of the areas have the same depth values (Figures 6-10 (D) and (E)). Higher difference values are shown due to the high resolution of this study model (Figures 6-9 (D), (E) and (F)). Both airborne gravity derived model and Fadel & Meijde, (2015) model show considerable difference with the Tugume et al., (2013) model that ranges from -0.8 km to 6.8 km and an average difference of about 2 km (Table 6-8). The most notable differences between the airborne gravity derived model and Tugume et al., (2013) model are in the basin areas and not much deviations in other parts (Figure 6-9 (E)). On the other hand, the basin variation between the Tugume et al., (2013) model and Fadel & Meijde, (2015) model are minimal. Much of the variation is in the cratonic areas and mobile belts.

The Moho depth values from the new model are higher than the previous models of the area. The new model, due to high resolution Moho depth, the crustal variation within a tectonic terrane is higher than the previous model.
6.9. Geodynamic interpretation

The crustal thickness and crust variation can explain the geodynamics and evolution of crust. This research links the dynamics of the earth and the crust thickness variation. The Botswana tectonic setting lies between the Congo craton in the north and the Kalahari craton in the south sutured by mobile belts and basin. This study presents a possible dynamic model of Botswana based on the delineated tectonic terranes, the mafic complexes and the crustal thickness model. This study also compares the spatial variation of crust thickness with the areas of magma activities and intrusion on the different tectonic provinces and its evolution. This study also includes the evidence from epicentres of seismic to help in the understanding of the geodynamic of Botswana.

Figure 6-10: the final crustal thickness of Botswana (in Km) and geodynamic interpretation and effect of compression and extension forces on the crustal thickness, the gray lines indicate the major tectonic province delineated from this research and the letters represent names of tectonic province: NWS = north western group, ZC = Zimbabwe craton, RC = Roibok complex, KC = kwando complex, GCZ = Ghanzi-Chobe zone, NBR = North Botswana rift, PB = passarge basin, XC = Xadi complex, MB = Magondi belt, LB =Limpopo belt, OB = Okwa belt, TC = Tshane belt, KB = Kheis belt, NB = Nossop basin and KB = Kaapvaal belt.
The major tectonic provinces, the cratonic areas, are stable and are not affected much by the various tectonic forces in the region. The compression forces A, B, and C (Figure 6-10) that forms the African crust between 2.7 billion years and 600 million years (Begg et al., 2009) are the major drive in the tectonic evolution and geodynamic of Botswana.

The forces shown on the map above (Figure 6-10) explain both the past and present geodynamic activities in Botswana. The arrows A, B, and C are compression forces and D is the extensional force. These four
forces indicate past geodynamic activities that formed the Botswana crust. These forces explain the formation of major mafic intrusions, faulting, folding and the crust thickness in Botswana. On the other hand, the smaller arrows within Botswana are responsible for extensional directional movement of crust. Five areas of interest were selected to explain the geodynamic. These areas are shown with black, white and red lines (Figure 6-10). They were selected based on the information from major mafic intrusion, the possible thinning of crust and from unexplained theories from literature.

The north western part of Botswana is one on the thickest crust in the study area. The compression force due to the Congo craton shows the thickest part together with Kaapvaal, around 46 km. The Congo craton was discussed by Key & Ayres, (2000) which correspond to North western group (NWS) on figure 6-10. Despite the geology corresponding to Proterozoic period (Singletary et al., 2003), the crustal thickness, geophysical signature (high magnetic and low gravity (Chapter 5, figure 5-7(A)) of the North western group (NWS) indicates that the region may be the extension of Congo craton into Botswana as indicated on the studies by Begg et al., (2009); and Key & Ayres, (2000). The stability of NWS forced the Roibok complex (RC) terrane next to it to fold into an elongated shape. Reibok complex is relatively thinner than the NWS at 39 km. However, a possible opposite force due to the rifting of the incipient rifting of the Okavango region (within GCZ on figure 6-10) explain the high magnetic region due to a mafic intrusion between the Reibok complex and the Kwando complex (Chapter 5, figure 5-8). This region corresponds to the rifting zone caused by the extension forces towards NWS and the Kwando complex (Figure 6-10).

The most interesting feature in the study area is the Okavango delta within the Ghanzi-chobe zone and the Passarge basin terrane. The Okavango delta is located on the south-western part of the white line on figure 6-10 in the centre of Ghanzi-Chobe zone. The Okavango represents an incipient rifting system which south-western part of the East African Rift System within the Ghanzi-chobe zone (Bufford et al., 2012; Kinabo, 2007). The north eastern part of Ghanzi-chobe zone which form part of the incipient rifting has also a thinner crust of around 35 km. Furthermore, between this region and the Okavango delta a thicker crust of 42km which thins out in between the two thinner crust of incipient rifting. This thicker crust may indicate the evidence that made the Okavango incipient rifting not to fully develop into a rift zone. The rifting and the reworking of the Ghanzi-chobe crust explain the Northeast-southwest trending mafic in the Kgwebe formation (Chapter 5, figure 5-12). Furthermore, this region is associated with mafic intrusions (Chapter 5, figure 5-8). The pattern of intrusion in the region gives evidence of this rifting. The thinner crust areas in the Okavango delta and north-eastern part of Ghanzi-Chobe have more intrusion than the thicker crust in between them. These intrusions are associated with mafic to ultramafic intrusions associated with high magnetic values and high gravity values as indicated on the apparent physical map (Chapter 5, figures 5-6 (D) and 5-7(A)). Furthermore, the extension direction forces away from the Okavango delta caused it to sinking to the mantle as evidence from the thin crust. These direction forces, especially the northern movement, causes tension in the in the Kwando complex which resulted in high seismic activities in the region (Figure 6-10).

The eastern part of the study area is relatively different than what previous studies indicated especially the region corresponds to the Zimbabwe craton. Relatively, the craton crust thickness ranges from 35km to 42km with a thinner crust in the northern part of the craton. The thinner crust in the Zimbabwe Craton has previously estimated to have a thicker crust of about 50 km from previously studies from seismic data(Kgaswane et al., 2009; Youssof et al., 2013). The thinner crust in the Zimbabwe Craton extends northward into the Magonadi belt, North-western Rift into the Ghanzi-chobe zone (Figure 6-10). The spatial location of this thinner crust is most probably the evidence of the crust reworking during the mafic
intrusion and dyke swarms emplacement which exploited the major Precambrian crust discontinuity at depth which was reactivated during the placement of the dykes during the Mesozoic period (Bertrand et al., 2002) (Figure 6-10). The extension extends into the Kwanza complex as evidence from the high magnetic dyke swarms (Chapter 5, figure 5-8). The geophysical signature on the physical map, red in colour (Chapter 5, figure 5-7 (A)) indicated a belt of high magnetic and high gravity values corresponding to mafic and ultramafic intrusion.

The crust movement direction, arrow C on figure 6-10, resulted in the folding of Magondi belt around the Zimbabwe craton. However, the thicker crust, around 46 km, in the Magondi belt show no evidence of folding. To its west, in the Kaapvaal craton, a narrow region that runs from the Xade complex in the central part of the study area to the Limpopo belt in the eastern part of the study area with a thickness of about 42 km may represent the suturing region and a possible extension region between the Magondi belt and the Kaapvaal craton, this narrow belt is shown as a black line on figure 6-10. This region is associated with high magnetic mafic intrusion which represent reworking and opening of the crust at depth and movement of magma from the mantle to the surface. The crust thickness of the Magondi belt in this region, the low gravity values and the low magnetic values as indicated on the physical map (Chapter 5, figure 5-7(A)), cyan and blues in colour, indicates a signature of a mobile belt.

The stability of Kaapvaal craton causes the possible major opening, extension, zone and a major fault between it and the Nossop basin to the west of it (Figure 6-10). This activity may indicate the movement of crust underneath the basin westwards away from the Kaapvaal craton and activate a deeper movement of magma from the mantle upwards (Figure 6-10). Since the craton is stable, the movement is one sided and it represent a recent activity after the formation of the crust. This formed the Kheis belt and the Tshane complex which are the mafic and gabbroic intrusion respectively (Chapter 5, figures 5-8 and 5-12) which is also evidence on the physical map as red colour (Chapter 5, figure 5-7). The crust movement in Nossop basin did not involve the crust within the whole basin. From geophysical evidence, the southern part of the basin was moving away from the Kaapvaal craton while the northern part was relatively stationery. This different directional movement caused a major fault (Chapter 4, figures 4-10 (B) and 4-11) which resulted in the extrusion of magma that forms a high mafic intrusion in the Nossop basin (Chapter 5, figures 5-8 and 5-12). Begg et al., (2009) discussed the possibility of a buried micro continent in the Nossop basin, which is part of the Rehoboth belt. However, the high gravity values and high magnetic values as shown on the physical map (Chapter 5, figure 5-7 (A)) and thinner crust (Figure 6-10) may suggest otherwise. On the other hand, the sinking of the microcontinent into the mantle may be the driving force that causes this greater movement compared to the other geodynamic activities in Botswana. The weight of the sinking microcontinent pulls the other crust deep with it causing the extension and the boundary between it and the basin.

The evidence from seismic epicentre data indicates that most of the rifting areas and the tectonic boundaries are still active (Figure 6-10). Most of the activities in the past 20 years happen within the 10 to 32 km depth (Earthquake Track, 2015). These earthquakes support the fact that the geodynamic evolution is ongoing and our model reflects the present activities.

In this chapter, we have presented a possible geodynamic processes and crust movement in Botswana that resulted in the tectonic evolution of Botswana based on geophysical evidence.
7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

7.1. Conclusion
This research has presented the geodynamic evolution of Botswana based on the evidence from geophysical data (gravity and magnetic data). The geodynamic evidence and tectonics movement was produced by combining the tectonic model, the mafic intrusions, geology, and the crustal thickness of Botswana. The combination of these products proved the movement that formed the Botswana crust between 2.7 billion year and 500 million years ago and the recent geodynamical movement which resulted in extension, rifting and crust thinning.

The research has produced a high resolution Moho discontinuity in Botswana and the improvement of the tectonic model and basement geology of Botswana. The boundaries of the tectonic model were not only improved but new tectonic boundaries were delineated. New information was also added to the existing basement geology especially new mafic complexes and full spatial extends of the existing mafic complexes. The combined information from these products have proved that the axis of suturing between the Kalahari and Congo craton in the Damara belt is not a straight line running through the centre of Botswana from north east to southwest as shown by Begg et al., (2009); Hutchins & Reeves, (1980); and Reeves & Canada, (1982). No evidence from the new geophysical data supports such a theory. However, the 3 directional compressional forces (Figure 6-10) and one extension force are responsible for the early geodynamic evolution of Botswana. However, this study has found that the extension within Botswana is due to the sinking microcontinent in the western part, the recent reactivation of deep fault in the eastern part and the continuing rifting movement in the north western and north eastern part of Botswana.

The research has been able to answer the question that were put forth to meet the objectives and solve the problem statement of the research as indicated below.

1. What improvement does the new geophysical data have on the tectonic terranes and boundaries in Botswana?
The new geophysical data was able to delineate the tectonic boundaries and terranes in Botswana. Apart from improving the existing boundaries and terranes, the new geophysical data was also able to delineate other tectonic terranes that were not in the existing tectonic model.

2. What relationship are the mafic intrusions of the basement complex of Botswana to the geodynamics processes?
The major mafic complexes in Botswana are located in the tectonic boundaries of the new delineated model. Some of them form tectonic terranes e.g. Kheis belt and Okwa complex. These mafic intrusions are located in areas of crust extension and rifting areas which gives evidence of crust movement and evolution in Botswana.

3. What is the relationship of the tectonic terrane boundaries to the geodynamic processes in Botswana?
The terrane boundaries follow the geodynamic pattern and borders crustal blocks in Botswana. However, the most important is the shape and directional orientation of tectonic terrane boundaries which indicate the movement of crust as well as directional forces that resulted in the tectonic evolution of Botswana.

4. How good can the crustal thickness map explain the geodynamic processes and tectonic evolution in Botswana?
The crustal thickness map show evidence of geodynamic processes in Botswana. The movement of crust and crust reworking in relation to rifting, extension and compression are explained in relation to the crust thickness variation.
5. **What is the variation of the crustal thickness in relation to the tectonic regions of Botswana?**

This research was able to produce the crustal thickness variation in each of the tectonic terranes. The Archaean terranes show small variation in tectonic terranes which was also noticed in basin environments. However, in Proterozoic terranes, which most of them are mobile belt, showed a lot of variation and inhomogeneity of crustal thickness.

7.2. **Recommendation**

The research was able to understand the evolution and geodynamic processes in Botswana based on the tectonic model, Precambrian basement geology of Botswana and crustal thickness map of Botswana. However, the following recommendation can be done to improve the result from the research as well as suggestions for further research areas:

1. The automatic lineament extraction using Line module in PCI Geomatica, which uses canny edge detection algorithm, can be used to extract lineaments from the geophysical data (e.g. Gravity and magnetic). The use of this software in geological application has focused mostly from extracting lineaments from Digital elevation models (DEM) and satellite images (e.g. ASTER and LANDSAT). There is a need to further studies in the use of lineaments extraction algorithm in geophysical studies. Geophysics images the interior of the earth as such being able to extract even lineaments and geological boundaries that are not visible on the surface.

2. The sedimentary map of Botswana needs to be updated either from seismic data or drill hole data. The current sediment map of Botswana which is extracted from world sediment map (Laske & Masters, 1997) has a resolution of 1 degree, approximately 110km. The sediment correction for Bouguer anomaly used for crustal thickness modelling might not reflect the nature of the sediments in the study area.

3. Need for more depth estimates from seismic data that are well distributed in the study area. The crustal thickness map from this research was validated based on 13 depth estimates from receiver functions that are distributed only in the south and south-eastern part of Botswana.

4. Need to produce 3D earth structure and seismic tomography of the subsurface to determine the interaction and extend of the tectonic provinces into the mantle and validate the geodynamics of the crust from this research.

5. Producing rocks identification criteria from apparent physical mapping, combination of magnetic susceptibility and density distribution, in geological mapping. The research just related the physical map in the study region to the already known geology but a method should be developed where the two physical data, magnetic and gravity, can be used to identify the geology even in absent of other data.

6. Analysing the drill hole data in Botswana to determine the geology and mineralogy to validate the new tectonic provinces.

7. Determination of the age and lithology of the new mafic complex in the western part of Botswana. Could this be part of the buried micro-craton, Maltahohe craton, in the Rehoboth belt as discussed by Begg et al., (2009).
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Table 0-1: Moho depth estimate of 13 point from 10 gravity derived Moho depth for wavelength lower cut off determination, M stands for model number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>station id</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M6</th>
<th>M7</th>
<th>M8</th>
<th>M9</th>
<th>M10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA59</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA60</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA61</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA62</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA63</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA64</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA65</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA66</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA67</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA68</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA70</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA71</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBTB</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>station id</th>
<th>model1</th>
<th>model2</th>
<th>model3</th>
<th>model4</th>
<th>model5</th>
<th>model6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA59</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA60</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA61</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA62</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA63</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA64</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA65</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA66</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA67</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA68</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA70</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA71</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBTB</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>station id</th>
<th>model7</th>
<th>model8</th>
<th>model9</th>
<th>model10</th>
<th>model11</th>
<th>model12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA59</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA60</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA61</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA62</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA63</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Okwa belt - SA64</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA65</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA66</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA67</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA68</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA70</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA71</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>station id</td>
<td>model19</td>
<td>model20</td>
<td>model21</td>
<td>model22</td>
<td>model23</td>
<td>model24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA59</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA60</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Oka belt - SA61</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA62</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA63</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Oka belt - SA64</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA65</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA66</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA67</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA68</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA70</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA71</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBTB</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>station id</td>
<td>model25</td>
<td>model26</td>
<td>model27</td>
<td>model28</td>
<td>model29</td>
<td>model30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA59</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA60</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Oka belt - SA61</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA62</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaapvaal - SA63</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kheis-Oka belt - SA64</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA65</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA66</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA67</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo belt - SA68</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA70</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Zimbabwe - SA71</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBTB</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 0-2: Moho depth estimate of 13 point from 30 gravity derived Moho depth for model validation.